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LARGE DATA WELL-POSEDNESS IN THE ENERGY SPACE OF THE
CHERN-SIMONS-SCHRO¨DINGER SYSTEM
ZHUO MIN LIM
Abstract. We consider the initial-value problem for the Chern-Simons-Schro¨dinger system,
which is a gauge-covariant Schro¨dinger system in Rt ˆ R2x with a long-range electromagnetic
field. We show that, in the Coulomb gauge, it is locally well-posed in Hs for s ě 1, and
the solution map satisfies a local-in-time weak Lipschitz bound. By energy conservation, we
also obtain a global regularity result. The key is to retain the non-perturbative part of the
derivative nonlinearity in the principal operator, and exploit the dispersive properties of the
resulting paradifferential-type principal operator using adapted Up and V p spaces.
1. Introduction
The Chern-Simons-Schro¨dinger system [12, 13] is a gauge-covariant version of the familiar
cubic nonlinear Schro¨dinger system in 2 spatial dimensions. Precisely, it has the form$’&’%
Dtφ´ iDiDiφ “ ´iκ|φ|
2φ ,
B1A2 ´ B2A1 “ ´
1
2
|φ|2 ,
BtAi ´ BiA0 “ ´ǫijIm
`
φ Djφ
˘ (1)
where Dα are the covariant derivative operators defined by
Dα :“ Bα ` iAα .
Here and in the rest of the article, the index α “ 0 refers to the time variable t, and α “ 1, 2 refers
to the spatial variables x1, x2. Latin indices are assumed to refer only to the spatial variables.
Repeated indices are always summed over. Finally, ǫij denotes the standard anti-symmetric
2-form with ǫ12 “ 1.
The Chern-Simons-Schro¨dinger system (1) is a non-relativistic Lagrangian field theory whose
action is given byĳ
RtˆR2x
ˆ
1
2
Im
`
φDtφ
˘
`
1
2
|Dxφ|
2
`
κ
4
|φ|4
˙
dx dt`
1
2
ĳ
RtˆR2x
A^ dA
where A “ A0dt ` A1dx1 ` A2dx2 is the electromagnetic potential 1-form. The system (1)
describes the effective dynamics of a large system of non-relativistic charged quantum particles,
interacting with each other and also with the self-generated electromagnetic field. It has been
proposed as a theoretical model for various condensed matter phenomena such as the quantum
Hall effect and high temperature superconductivity. The real-valued parameter κ is called the
coupling strength and measures the strength of the binary interactions.
The Chern-Simons-Schro¨dinger system (1) enjoys the following two conservation laws: that
of the total mass,
Mptq :“
1
2
ż
R2
|φpt, xq|2 dx “Mp0q ,
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and that of the energy
Eptq :“
ż
R2
ˆ
1
2
|Dxφpt, xq|
2
`
κ
4
|φpt, xq|4
˙
dx “ Ep0q .
In this article, we are concerned with the issue of well-posedness of (1) for large initial data,
on or above the energy regularity.
Before we can address the initial-value problem, however, note that (1) is gauge-invariant in
the sense that if pφ,Aq is a solution, then so is`
eiχφ,A` dχ
˘
for any sufficiently well-behaved function χ : RtˆR
2
x Ñ R. Thus, in order that the evolution of (1)
be well-defined, this gauge-invariance must be eliminated by imposing an additional constraint
equation, that is, by fixing a gauge.
In this article, we will work only in the Coulomb gauge, which is defined by
divAx :“ B1A1 ` B2A2 “ 0 .
With the Coulomb gauge condition, straightforward manipulations reduce (1) to the following
equivalent system $’&’%
pBt ´ i△qφ “ ´2Ax ¨∇φ´ iA0φ´ i|Ax|
2φ´ iκ|φ|2φ ,
´△Ai “ ´
1
2
ǫijBj
`
|φ|2
˘
,
´△A0 “ ´Im
`
∇φ^∇φ
˘
´ rot
`
A|φ|2
˘
.
(2)
In the above, we have denoted the cross product by a^b :“ a1b2´a2b1, and we have also denoted
by Ax “ pA1, A2q the spatial components of A, and by ∇ “ pB1, B2q the spatial derivatives. We
will use these conventions throughout this article. Observe that, in the Coulomb gauge, the
electromagnetic potentials Aα are no longer dynamical variables, but are uniquely determined
at each time t by solving a Poisson equation. In particular, for the initial value problem (2), one
need only prescribes φp0q as initial data.
Our goal in this article is to prove that, for s ě 1, the system (2) is locally well-posed in
Hs, and that a Hs solution can be continued so long as its H1 norm does not blow up. In
particular, global well-posedness holds in the defocusing case κ ą 0, and also for initial data
having sufficiently small H1 norm when κ ď 0.
In a forthcoming article, we will use our global well-posedness result to establish scattering in
weighted spaces of large-data solutions to (2) when κ ą 0.
To our knowledge, the first well-posedness result for (2) was established by Berge´-deBouard-
Saut in [3]. With a regularisation argument, they also established, in the same paper, global
existence of H1 solutions for H1 initial data having sufficiently small total mass, but they did not
prove that such solutions are unique. Unconditional uniqueness in L8t H
1 of solutions for (2) was
later demonstrated by Huh in [9] using clever energy estimates, but the continuous dependence of
these H1 solutions on their initial data remains open. We note that neither of these approaches
require exploiting the dispersive features of (2).
On the issue of low-regularity well-posedness of (1), the best result at the present moment is
due to Liu-Smith-Tataru [20]. They proved in the local well-posedness of (1) for small data in all
subcritical Sobolev spaces Hσ with any σ ą 0. Their work differs from the present article in the
use of the heat gaugeA0 “ divAx rather than the Coulomb gauge, and the small data assumption
is then crucial to construct the heat gauge. Their proof relies on various technical local smoothing
and maximal function spaces originally developed in the analysis of the Schro¨dinger map system
[10, 11, 1]; see also [22] for a more thorough comparison between (1) and the Schro¨dinger map
system. We remark that our approach is very much technically simpler than theirs.
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On the issue of global well-posedness of (2), there have been at least two results. The first
result is due to Oh-Pusateri [21] who proved that, given initial data which are small both in
H2 and in some weighted Sobolev spaces, the corresponding solution to (2) exists globally, and
moreover scatters to a linear Schro¨dinger solution in a weaker topology. The second result is
due to Liu-Smith [19], who studied (2) under equivariant symmetry. They proved global well-
posedness and linear scattering in the critical space L2x for equivariant solutions.
1.1. Statement of Results. In this article, we show that the Chern-Simons-Schro¨dinger system
in the Coulomb gauge, (2), is locally well-posed for large initial data in Hs, s ě 1. Denoting by
BHs pDq the closed ball in H
s of radius D, we state our main result as follows.
Theorem 1.1 (Main Theorem). Let s ě 1.
(i) For any D ą 0, there exists T “ T ps,Dq ą 0 such that, given any initial data φin P BHs pDq,
there exists a unique solution φ P Cbpp´T, T q, H
sq to (2) with φp0q “ φin, which is the
uniform limit of smooth solutions.
(ii) With D ą 0 and T “ T ps,Dq as above, the solution map
BHspDq Q φp0q ÞÑ φ P Cbpp´T, T q, H
sq
is continuous, and satisfies the local-in-time weak Lipschitz bound››φ´ φ1››
L8t pp´T,T q,H
s´1q
ď C
››φp0q ´ φ1p0q››
Hs´1
. (3)
Moreover, persistence of regularity holds: for any D1 ą 0, there exists T‹ “ T‹ps,D1q ą 0 and
C‹ “ C‹ps,D1q ą 0 such that any H
s solution φ, whose initial data satisfy }φp0q}H1 ď D1, can
be continued to p´T‹, T‹q, and
}φ}L8t pp´T‹,T‹q,Hsq ď C‹ }φp0q}Hs . (4)
In particular we have the blow-up criterion: A maximal-in-time Hs solution φ to (2) is global if
and only if }φptq}H1 does not blow up in finite time.
Using energy conservation, we can then obtain the following global well-posedness result as
an easy corollary of Theorem 1.1.
Corollary 1.2 (Global well-posedness in energy space). Let s ě 1 and let φ be a local-in-time
Hs solution to (2). Either assume κ ą 0, or, assume κ ď 0 and }φp0q}L2 is sufficiently small
depending on κ. Then }φptq}H1 is controlled by the conserved quantities,
}φptq}H1 ď C pMp0q, Ep0qq .
Consequently, φ can be continued a global solution φ P CbpR, H
sq.
1.2. Overview of the proof. We now outline the main ideas of the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Observe that (2) is time-reversible, therefore we will, in the rest of the article, focus exclusively
on proving well-posedness forward in time.
The primary difficulty in establishing a well-posedness result for (2) at limited regularity, when
energy methods alone are insufficient, is the presence of the nonlinear term 2Ax ¨∇φ, involving
a derivative of φ, in the right-hand side of the first equation of (2). Indeed, the application of
standard dispersive estimates, such as the Strichartz estimates, in the naive iteration scheme
incurs a loss of derivatives on the right-hand side, and the estimates will fail to close.
To make matters worse, the electromagnetic interaction is long-range in the sense that Ax
does not decay more quickly than 1{|x| for large |x|. This slow decay can be seen from the
representation formula
Aipt, xq “
1
4π
ǫij
ż
R2
xj ´ yj
|x´ y|2
|φpt, yq|2 dy
3
given by the Biot-Savart law. The slow decay causes severe difficulty in using local smoothing
estimates [15] to recover the loss of derivatives by performing estimates in appropriate weighted
function spaces.
The above considerations suggest that the difficult nonlinearity 2Ax ¨∇φ is non-perturbative,
and motivates the strategy in the present work. Our strategy is primarily inspired by the proof,
due to Bejenaru-Tataru, of global well-posedness in the energy space of the Maxwell-Schro¨dinger
system [2].
We perform a paraproduct decomposition on this derivative nonlinearity 2Ax ¨ ∇φ. For a
time-dependent spatial 1-form B : r0, T q ˆ R2 Ñ R2, define the operators PB and QB by
PBw :“
ÿ
λě1
rPď2´5λBi PλBiw ` Pλ pPď2´5λBi Biwqs ,
QBw :“
ÿ
λě1
rPλBi Pă25λBiw ` Pă25λ pPλBi Biwqs ,
where Pλ are inhomogeneous Littlewood-Paley frequency restriction operators, i.e. P1 restricts
to all low frequencies, and the sum above is taken over dyadic frequencies. We refer the reader
to the next section for an explanation of the notations. We can then write
2Ax ¨∇φ “ PAxφ`QAxφ .
Heuristically, the term QAxφ is well-behaved pertubatively. Indeed, because the derivative acts
on a low frequency term in the term QAxφ, we expect to this term to obey better bounds than
φ∇Ax. Now, from the second equation in (2), we expect ∇Ax to have the regularity of |φ|
2.
Therefore, the term QAxφ should be better behaved than the standard power nonlinearity |φ|
2φ,
and in particular should be amenable to a perturbative treatment.
The term PAxφ is the truly non-perturbative part of the derivative nonlinearity 2Ax ¨ ∇φ.
Therefore, we retain it in our principal operator and rewrite the first equation of (2) as the
quasilinear evolution equation,
pBt ´ i△`PAxqφ “ ´QAxφ´ iA0φ´ i|Ax|
2φ´ iκ|φ|2φ . (5)
An essential feature of the present work, then, is the understanding of principal operators of
the form pBt ´ i△`PBq. At the very least, we require that the homogeneous linear equation
pBt ´ i△`PBqu “ 0 (6)
should be well-posed in Sobolev spaces, and the solutions should moreover satisfy appropriate
dispersive estimates. To this end, we impose the conditions that B P L8t pr0, T q, L
8
x q, divB “ 0
and ∇B P L1t pr0, T q, L
8
x q, and call such time-dependent spatial 1-forms admissible forms. Note
that the condition divB “ 0 formally guarantees that the evolution of (6) conserves the L2x
norm. We show that, provided B is an admissible form, (6) can be uniquely solved in Sobolev
spaces on the time interval r0, T q, and the solutions satisfy Strichartz estimates with a loss of
derivatives.
In order to utilise this functional framework for solving the inhomogeneous equation
pBt ´ i△`PBqu “ f (7)
in an appropriate Sobolev space H , we define the associated Up and V p spaces [17, 18, 6],
namely UpBH and V
p
BH , which are adapted to the principal operator pBt´ i△`PBq. This gives
us a functional calculus for solving (7) in the spaces U2BH . The construction of our functional
framework is accomplished in Section 3.
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We can now apply our functional calculus to solve (2) using the following iteration scheme$’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’%
´
Bt ´ i△`PArn´1sx
¯
φrns “ ´Q
A
rns
x
φrns ´ iA
rns
0 φ
rns ´ i
ˇˇˇ
Arnsx
ˇˇˇ2
φrns ´ iκ
ˇˇˇ
φrns
ˇˇˇ2
φrns ,
´△A
rns
i “ ´
1
2
ǫijBj
ˆˇˇˇ
φrns
ˇˇˇ2˙
,
´△A
rns
0 “ ´Im
´
∇φrns ^∇φrns
¯
´ rot
ˆ
Arns
ˇˇˇ
φrns
ˇˇˇ2˙
,
φrnsp0q “ φin ,
(8)
which is initialised with A
r0s
x “ 0. Our functional calculus now allows us to solve (8) at each
iteration n via a contraction mapping argument in the function space U2
A
rn´1s
x
H where H is a
generalised Sobolev space containing Hs. The key point is that every A
rns
x generated by this
iterative scheme will be an admissible form whose size depends only on the size D of the initial
data φin. As a consequence, the existence time of (8) is bounded below independently of n,
and the L8t H norm of the iterates φ
rns are also bounded above independently of n. These are
accomplished in Section 4.
The convergence of the iteration scheme (8) is addressed in Section 5. We are able to obtain
a weak Lipschitz bound between the iterates,›››φrn`1s ´ φrns›››
L8t H
s´1
ď
1
2
›››φrns ´ φrn´1s›››
L8t H
s´1
which shows that the iterates tφrnsu8n“1 converge in L
8
t H
s´1. On the other hand, tφrnsu8n“1 are
bounded uniformly in L8t H
m for some generalised Sobolev space Hm, such that the embedding
Hs ãÑ Hm is compact. Thus, by interpolation, the iterates tφrnsu8n“1 converge in L
8
t H
s as well,
and it is straightforward to check that the limit is the desired solution to the system (2). The
same arguments also prove the continuity of the solution map, and the weak Lipschitz bound
between two solutions.
Finally, we remark that our strategy uses only linear dispersive estimates and not bilinear or
multilinear Strichartz estimates. Consequently we are not able to address well-posedness of (2)
below H1. The reason is that A0 exhibits very bad highˆhighÑ low interactions, and the proof
of Lemma 5.3 breaks down when s ă 1.
1.3. Acknowledgements. The author gratefully acknowledges generous financial support from
St. John’s College, Cambridge. This work, which forms part of the author’s PhD thesis, is
also supported by the UK Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) grant
EP/H023348/1 for the University of Cambridge Centre for Doctoral Training, the Cambridge
Centre for Analysis.
2. Notations and Preliminaries
We fix s ě 1 once and for all. All constants in this article are allowed to depend on the
coupling strength κ but, unless otherwise stated, not on any other parameters. If A and B are
nonnegative quantities, we write A À B if there is a constant C such that A ď CB. We write
A « B if A À B and B À A.
Throughout this article we will use the standard Lebesgue spaces Lrx :“ L
rpR2xq, mixed space-
time Lebesgue spaces LqtL
r
x, and spaces Cbpr0, T q, Xq of continuous bounded functions where X
is a Banach space of functions on R2x. Almost always in this article, the time interval is not taken
to be all of R, but rather a finite time interval r0, T q for some T ą 0. For ease of notation, we
therefore denote LqtL
r
xrT s :“ L
q
t pr0, T q, L
r
xq and CbXrT s :“ Cbpr0, T q, Xq.
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2.1. Fourier analysis. We will occasionally take Fourier transforms over the spatial variables
x, but never over the time variable t. Our convention for the Fourier transform will be
pupξq :“ Fupξq :“ ż
R2
e´ix¨ξupxqdx .
We denote the Riesz transform by
Ri :“
Bi
|∇|
.
It is a standard fact in harmonic analysis that the Riesz transforms are bounded linear maps
LppR2xq Ñ L
ppR2xq for every p P p1,8q.
We will very often make use of the Biot-Savart law,
Bi
p´△q
F pxq “ ´
1
2π
ż
R2
xi ´ yi
|x´ y|2
F pyqdy .
This representation formula is amenable to the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality for functions
supported at low frequencies, when Bernstein’s inequality does not directly apply due to the
presence of the singular Fourier multiplier |Dx|
´1.
We now recall the inhomogeneous Littlewood-Paley decomposition. Denote by
D :“
 
2k
ˇˇ
k P Zě0
(
the set of all dyadic frequencies. Fix, once and for all, a smooth, radial, non-increasing function
ϕ1 : R
2
ξ Ñ R such that ϕ1pξq ” 1 on |ξ| ď 1, and ϕ1pξq ” 0 on |ξ| ě 2. For λ P D, λ ě 2, set
ϕλpξq :“ ϕ1
`
1
λ
ξ
˘
´ ϕ1
`
2
λ
ξ
˘
.
For all λ P D, we define Pλ :“ ϕλpDxq the standard Littlewood-Paley restriction. Equivalently,
Pλupxq “
ż
R2
|ϕλpx´ yqupyqdy .
Henceforth, we will reserve the letters λ, µ, ν, ρ for dyadic frequencies, i.e. elements of D. When
summing over λ, µ, ν, ρ, the summation is implicitly taken over all of D unless otherwise stated.
We define
Pďλ :“
ÿ
µďλ
Pµ , Păλ :“ Pď 1
2
λ .
We will also, for ease of exposition, abuse notation in using the following operators
P!λ :“ Pď2´mλ , PÀλ :“ Pď2mλ , P«λ :“ PÀλ ´ P!λ ,
where m denotes fixed universal positive integers, whose values may change from line to line and
can be appropriately chosen by the reader if so desired.
In this article, we will equip the Sobolev space Hσ with the equivalent Besov space norm,
}w}
2
Hσ :“
ÿ
λ
λ2σ }Pλw}L2x .
These norms will be consistent with those of the following family of function spaces.
Definition 2.1. A Sobolev weight is a function m : D Ñ p0,8q such that mp1q “ 1, and there
exist constants c ď 1 and C ě 1 such that
c ď
mp2λq
mpλq
ď C for all λ P D .
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Given a Sobolev weight m, define the generalised Sobolev space Hm Ă S 1pR2xq to be the Hilbert
space whose inner product is given by
pv, wqHm :“
ÿ
λ
mpλq2
ż
R2
PλvpxqPλwpxq dx .
Moreover, for a Sobolev weight m, define the quantities rms‹, rms
‹, rms by
rms‹ :“ inf
λ
log2
ˆ
mp2λq
mpλq
˙
, rms‹ :“ sup
λ
log2
ˆ
mp2λq
mpλq
˙
,
rms :“ max p´rms‹, rms
‹q .
Remark 2.2. By definition, we have rms‹ ď 0 while rms
‹, rms ě 0. Furthermore,
mpλq ď 2krmsmpµq whenever
ˇˇˇˇ
log2
ˆ
λ
µ
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ď k . (9)
Lemma 2.3. Let m be a Sobolev weight. Let pHmq˚ be the dual space of Hm extending the L2x
self-duality. Then pHmq˚ is isomorphic to Hm
´1
with equivalent norms. More precisely,
C1 prmsq }v}Hm´1 ď }v}pHmq˚ ď C2 prmsq }v}Hm´1 (10)
for some constants C2 ě C1 ą 0 depending only on rms.
Proof. Given v P Hm
´1
, we may set
w :“
ÿ
µ
mpµq´2Pµv .
Clearly w P Hm, and from (9) we have
}w}Hm ď C prmsq }v}Hm´1 .
Therefore,
pw, vqL2x “
ÿ
µ
mpµq´2 pPµv, vqL2x
ě
ÿ
µ
mpµq´2 }Pµv}
2
L2x
ě C prmsq }v}
Hm
´1 }w}Hm .
This verifies the first inequality in (10).
We turn to the second inequality in (10). Given v P Hm
´1
, w P Hm, we have from the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that
ˇˇ
pw, vqL2x
ˇˇ
ď
ÿ
λ
ˇˇˇ
pPλw,P«λvqL2x
ˇˇˇ
ď }w}Hm
˜ÿ
λ
mpλq´2 }P«λv}
2
L2x
¸ 1
2
.
Since (9) gives us ÿ
λ
mpλq´2 }P«λv}
2
L2x
ď C prmsq }v}2
Hm
´1 ,
we deduce the second inequality in (10). 
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2.2. Strichartz estimates. We now recall the well-known Strichartz estimates [14, 5] for the
Schro¨dinger equation in two space dimensions.
Definition 2.4. We say pq, rq P r2,8s2 is a Strichartz pair if 2
q
` 2
r
“ 1 and r ă 8.
Lemma 2.5 (Strichartz estimates). Suppose pq1, r1q and pq2, r2q are Strichartz pairs. Assume
u : r0, T q ˆ R2x Ñ C is an L
2
x solution to the Schro¨dinger equation,
pBt ´ i△qu “ f .
Then the estimate
}u}Lq1t L
r1
x rT s
À }up0q}L2x ` }f}Lq
1
2
t L
r1
2
x rT s
holds with the implicit constant depending on q1, q2 but not on T . Here q
1
2, r
1
2 denotes the Ho¨lder
conjugates of q2, r2 respectively, i.e. 1 “
1
q2
` 1
q1
2
“ 1
r2
` 1
r1
2
.
2.3. Up and V p spaces. As mentioned in the Introduction, we need a functional framework
built on spaces of the Up and V p type [17, 18, 6]. We now recall the definitions and basic
properties of these spaces.
Definition 2.6. Let T ą 0 and let X be a separable Banach space over C. Let p P r1,8q. We
define a UpXrT s atom to be a function a : r0, T q Ñ X of the form
aptq “
K´1ÿ
k“0
1rtk,tk`1qptqak
where K P Zą0, 0 “ t0 ă t1 ă . . . ă tK “ T , and
řK´1
k“0 }ak}
p
X “ 1.
The Banach space UpXrT s is defined to be the atomic space over the UpXrT s atoms. More
precisely, UpXrT s consists of all functions a : r0, T q Ñ X admitting a representation
u “
8ÿ
j“1
cjaj , aj are U
pXrT s atoms , tcju
8
j“1 P ℓ
1 ,
equipped with the norm
}u}UpXrT s :“ inf
#
8ÿ
j“1
|cj |
ˇˇˇ
u “
8ÿ
j“1
cjaj , tcju
8
j“1 P ℓ
1 , aj are U
pXrT s atoms
+
.
We define DUpXrT s to be the space of distributional derivatives of functions in UpXrT s,
equipped with the norm
}f}DUpXrT s :“
››››ż t
0
fpt1qdt1
››››
UpXrT s
.
Observe that, if 0 ă T1 ă T2 then the restriction map
u ÞÑ 1r0,T1qptqu
is continuous linear UpXrT2s Ñ U
pXrT1s and satisfies
}u}UpXrT1s :“
››
1r0,T1qptqu
››
UpXrT1s
ď }u}UpXrT2s .
Definition 2.7. Let T ą 0 and let X be a separable Banach space over C. Let p P r1,8q. We
define V pXrT s to be the Banach space of functions v : r0, T q Ñ X with the norm
}v}V pXrT s :“ sup
t
˜
K´1ÿ
k“0
}vptk`1q ´ vptkq}
p
X
¸ 1
p
8
where the supremum is taken over all partitions t “ ttku
K
k“0 with 0 “ t0 ă t1 ă . . . ă tK “ T ,
and we define vpT q :“ 0.
Observe that a V pXrT s function possesses left and right limits at every t P r0, T q. We define
V prcXrT s to be the closed subspace of V
pXrT s of right-continuous functions r0, T q Ñ X .
We will require the following two crucial properties of the Up and V p spaces. We refer to
[6, 16] for their proofs.
Lemma 2.8 (Embeddings). Let T ą 0 and let X be a separable Banach space over C. Let
1 ď p ă q ă 8. Then we have the continuous embeddings
UpXrT s ãÑ V prcXrT s ãÑ U
qXrT s ãÑ L8t XrT s
whose operator norms depend only on p, q and not on T or X.
Lemma 2.9 (Duality). Let T ą 0 and let X be a separable Banach space over C such that . Let
p P p1,8q and let p1 :“ p
p´1 be the Ho¨lder conjugate of p. Then
pDUpXrT sq
˚
“ V p
1
rc X
˚rT s
in the sense that, for f P DUpXrT s,
}f}DUpXrT s ď Cppq sup
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż T
0
xvptq, fptqyX˚,X dt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
v P V p
1
rc X
˚rT s, }v}
V
p1
rc X˚rT s
ď 1
+
.
3. The Modified Principal Operator
The goal of this section is to establish the basic properties of solutions to the linear equation
pBt ´ i△`PBqu “ 0 , (11)
and then use these properties to define function spaces for constructing the iterates in the iteration
scheme (8). The hypotheses we require on B are summarised in the following definition.
Definition 3.1. Let B “ B1pt, xqdx1 `B2pt, xqdx2 be a time-dependent spatial 1-form defined
on r0, 1qˆR2x. We say that B is an admissible form, if B P L
8
t,xr1s, ∇B P L
1
tL
8
x r1s, and divB ” 0.
The first basic question is that of whether (11) gives a well-defined evolution in the generalised
Sobolev spaces Hm. The following key Proposition will be proved in the next two subsections.
Proposition 3.2. Let B be an admissible form and m be a Sobolev weight. Let T P p0, 1s and
t0 P r0, T q. Then, given u
in P Hm, there exists a unique solution u P L8t H
mrT s to (11) with
upt0q “ u
in. Moreover, this solution satisfies
}u}L8t HmrT s
ď Ce
C1}∇B}L1tL
8
x r1s
››uin››
Hm
(12)
where C,C1 ą 0 are constants depending only on rms.
Remark 3.3. Eventually, when establishing the continuity of the solution map in Theorem 1.1,
we will choose m depending on the profile of the initial data. In Proposition 3.2 and other results
in this section, the fact that the various constants depend only on rms‹ and rms
‹, and not on
the finer details of m, will be crucial for the fact that the existence time in Theorem 1.1 depends
only on the size of the initial data, and not on its profile.
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3.1. Uniqueness. We first address the issue of uniqueness. Of course, if Hm is a sufficiently
regular space, say if rms‹ ě 2, then unconditional uniqueness in L
8
t H
mrT s is immediate from a
simple energy argument. For lower regularity Hm spaces, we have to work harder.
Lemma 3.4. Let B be an admissible form and m be a Sobolev weight. Then any solution
u P L8t H
mrT s to (11) satisfies the differential inequality
Bt }Pµuptq}L2x
ď C }∇Bptq}L8x
ÿ
λ : |log2p λµ q|ď5
}Pλuptq}L2x (13)
where C is a universal constant independent of m.
Proof. Since u solves (11), we have
pBt ´ i△`PBqPµu “ pPBPµ ´ PµPBq u . (14)
Now, from the definition we have
pPBPµ ´ PµPBqu “
ÿ
λ : |log2p λµ q|ď5
rPă2´5λBi PλPµBiu´ Pµ pPă2´5λBi PλBiuqs
`
ÿ
λ : |log2pλµ q|ď5
Pλ rPă2´5λBi PµBiu´ Pµ pPă2´5λBi Biuqs
“: I` II .
We claim the estimate
}Iptq}L2x
À }∇Bptq}L8x
ÿ
λ : |log2pλµ q|ď5
}Pλuptq}L2x
. (15)
Indeed, recalling that divB “ 0, we haveˇˇˇ
Pă2´5λBi PλPµBiu´ Pµ
`
Pă2´5λBi PλBiu
˘ˇˇˇ
pt, xq
“
ˇˇˇˇż
R2
|ϕµpx ´ yq pPă2´5λBipt, xq ´ Pă2´5λBipt, yqq BiPλupt, yq dy ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇż
R2
Bi|ϕµpx´ yq pPă2´5λBipt, xq ´ Pă2´5λBipt, yqqPλupt, yq dy ˇˇˇˇ
À }∇Bptq}L8x
ż
R2
|x´ y| |∇|ϕµpx´ yq| |Pλupt, yq| dy .
Applying Young’s convolution inequality, and noting that }x∇|ϕµ}L1x is a constant independent
of µ, we obtain››Pă2´5λBiptq PλPµBiuptq ´ Pµ`Pă2´5λBiptq PλBiuptq˘››L2x À }∇Bptq}L8x }Pλuptq}L2x .
Summing up over λ gives the desired estimate (15).
We can prove a similar estimate for IIptq. Precisely, we have
}IIptq}L2x À }∇Bptq}L8x
ÿ
λ : |log2pλµ q|ď5
}Pλuptq}L2x . (16)
Indeed, observe that only frequency components of u near µ will make a nonzero contribution to
the sum defining IIptq. Therefore, we have
IIptq “
ÿ
ρ : |log2p
ρ
µ q|ď5
Pρ
¨˚
˝ ÿ
λ : |log2pλµ q|ď5
“
Pă2´5ρBi PλPµBiu´ Pµ
`
Pă2´5ρBi PλBiu
˘‰‹˛‚ .
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For each ρ, the expression Pρp¨ ¨ ¨ q above can be estimated in the exact same manner as our
estimate of Iptq. Then, since we sum only over finitely many ρ, we obtain (16) as a result.
By combining the estimates (15), (16), we obtain
}ppPBPµ ´ PµPBquq ptq}L2x
À }∇Bptq}L8x
ÿ
λ : |log2pλµ q|ď5
}Pλuptq}L2x
.
Hence, multiplying (14) by Pµu and integrating by parts, which is justified since the terms in
(14) are smooth, we obtain
Bt }Pµuptq}
2
L2x
À }∇Bptq}L8x }Pµuptq}L2x
ÿ
λ : |log2pλµ q|ď5
}Pλuptq}L2x
which gives (13). 
Proof of the uniqueness statement of Proposition 3.2. By linearity, we only need to prove that
any L8t H
mrT s solution to (11) with initial data upt0q “ 0 must necessarily be zero.
Let ε0 “ ε0prmsq ą 0 be a small constant to be chosen later. Choose a sufficiently large positive
integer K such that, for any interval I Ă r0, T q of length ď 2TK´1, we have }∇B}L1t pI,L8x q ď ε0.
Write r0, T q as the union of the K ´ 1 overlapping small intervals rkTK´1, pk ` 2qTK´1q with
0 ď k ď K ´ 2. Therefore it suffices to show, if J is one of these small intervals and there exists
tJ P J such that uptJ q “ 0, then u is zero on J .
For t P J , integrating (13) from tJ to t gives
mpµq }Pµuptq}L2x
ď Cprmsq
ż
J
››∇Bpt1q››
L8x
ÿ
λ : |log2p λµ q|ď5
mpλq
››Pλupt1q››L2x dt1
where the constant Cprmsq comes from (9). Squaring both sides and applying Cauchy-Schwarz,
we obtain
mpµq2 }Pµuptq}
2
L2x
ď Cprmsqε0
ż
J
››∇Bpt1q››
L8x
ÿ
λ : |log2p λµ q|ď5
mpλq2
››Pλupt1q››2L2x dt1 .
By summing over µ and taking the supremum over t P J , we deduce
}u}
2
L8t H
mrJs ď Cprmsqε
2
0 }u}
2
L8t H
mrJs .
Hence, if ε0 were chosen small enough so that Cprmsqε
2
0 ă 1, then }u}L8t HmrJs “ 0 as required. 
3.2. Existence. We now turn our attention to the existence statement of Proposition 3.2. We
first prove existence of solutions in the special case Hm “ L2x. This is accomplished in Lemma
3.5 by extracting a weak-star limit of solutions to regularised equations, which is possible due to
the condition divB “ 0.
Lemma 3.5. Let B be an admissible form. Let T P p0, 1s and t0 P r0, t0q. Then, given u
in P L2x,
there exists u P CtL
2
xrT s solving (11) such that u is the unique L
8
t L
2
xrT s weak-star limit of
solutions to the regularised equations#
pBt ´ i△quµ “ χµpDxqPBuµ ,
uµpt0q “ χµpDxqu
in
(17)
as D P µÑ8, where χµ is the indicator function of the ball of radius µ in R
2. Furthermore,
}uptq}L2x
“
››uin››
L2x
for all t P r0, T q . (18)
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Proof. The proof is a standard application of the energy method. The point is, since divB “ 0,
the operator PB is formally symmetric on L
2
x, and so the evolution of pBt ´ i△`PBq conserves
the L2x norm. We provide the details for the sake of completeness.
For ease of exposition, we assume that t0 “ 0 and remark that the proof below immediately
generalises to any other initial time in r0, 1q.
For every µ P D, the right-hand side of the evolution equation in (17) is continuous linear on
L2x with norm À µ}Bptq}L8x . Hence, (17) has a unique solution for given initial data u
in P L2x.
This solution has compact frequency support and is thus smooth. Therefore, we may multiply
by uµ and integrate by parts to obtain Bt}uµ}
2
L2x
“ 0. We conclude }uµ}L8t L2xrT s ď }u
in}L2x .
By weak-star sequential compactness we may extract a subsequence uµk
‹
á u in L8t L
2
xrT s.
Then we have
}u}L8t L2xrT s
ď
››uin››
L2x
.
In particular, by linearity, this limit is unique: If }uin}L2x “ 0 then u “ 0.
Since PB is formally symmetric, for any v P Cbpr0, T s, H
1q we haveż T
0
puptq, vptqqL2x
dt “ lim
kÑ8
ż T
0
puµkptq, vptqqL2x
dt
“ lim
kÑ8
ż T
0
ˆ
eit△uin `
ż t
0
eipt´t
1q△PBpt1quµkpt
1qdt1 , χµkpDxqvptq
˙
L2x
dt
“ lim
kÑ8
˜
uin , χµkpDxq
ż T
0
e´it△vptqdt
¸
L2x
` lim
kÑ8
ż T
0
˜
uµkpt
1q , PBpt1q
ż T
t1
e´ipt´t
1q△χµkpDxqvpt
1qdt
¸
L2x
dt1
“
˜
uin,
ż T
0
e´it△vptqdt
¸
L2x
`
ż T
0
˜
upt1q,PBpt1q
ż T
t1
e´ipt´t
1q△vptqdt1
¸
L2x
dt1
“
ż T
0
B
eit△uin `
ż t
0
eipt´t
1q△PBpt1qupt
1qdt1 , vptq
F
H´1,H1
dt .
This verifies that
uptq “ eit△uin `
ż t
0
eipt´t
1q△PBpt1qupt
1qdt1
as Bochner integrals into H´1. In particular, u solves (11) with initial data uin.
Now, we may also solve (17) backwards from any time in r0, T q. By applying the same
argument above, we have
}up0q}L2x ď }uptq}L2x .
This verifies (18).
Finally, as Btu P L
8
t H
´2rT s, we have u P CbH
´2rT s. Since }uptq}L2x is conserved and L
2
x is a
uniformly convex space, we deduce that u P CbL
2
xrT s. 
We must now upgrade our L2x existence result to other H
m spaces. It is natural to split the
given initial data into its frequency components Pνu
in and solve (11) to get an L2x solution uν
with initial data uνpt0q “ Pνu
in for each ν. Then, by linearity, an obvious candidate for the
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solution with initial data uin is u “
ř
ν uν. However, since the evolution of (11) does not preserve
the frequency support, it is not immediately obvious that the sum
ř
ν uν converges in L
8
t H
mrT s.
The fact that B is an admissible form will be sufficient to guarantee this convergence. The
key idea is that initial data, localised about a frequency scale ν, will launch a solution which,
within a fixed time interval, transfers only a very small amount of mass to frequency scales vastly
different from ν. The following lemma contains the precise, quantitative formulation of this idea.
Lemma 3.6. Let B be any admissible form. Let T P p0, 1s and let t0 P r0, T q. Let ν P D
and let v be a solution on r0, T q to (11), whose initial data vpt0q P L
2
x is frequency supported in
t 1
2
ν ď |ξ| ď 2νu. Then for ℓ P Zě0, we have
}Pµv}L8t L2xrT s
ď
´
C0}∇B}L1tL8x r1s
¯ℓ
ℓ!
}vpt0q}L2x whenever
ˇˇˇ
log2
´µ
ν
¯ˇˇˇ
ě 5ℓ . (19)
Here C0 ą 0 is a universal constant independent of T, ν or ℓ.
Proof. For ease of exposition, we shall assume t0 “ 0 and remark that the proof for general t0
is similar. Put C0 :“ 20C where C is the constant appearing in (13). It suffices to prove the
stronger estimate
}Pµvptq}L2x
ď Cℓ0
ż t
0
ż tℓ
0
¨ ¨ ¨
ż t2
0
ℓź
m“1
}∇Bptmq}L8x dt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dtℓ }vp0q}L2x
whenever
ˇˇˇ
log2
´µ
ν
¯ˇˇˇ
ě 5ℓ ,
(20)
for ℓ P Zě0, where, when ℓ “ 0, the integral is defined to be 1.
We establish (20) by induction on ℓ. The conservation of L2x norm, from Lemma 3.5, gives
the base case ℓ “ 0. For ℓ ě 1, plugging the induction hypothesis for ℓ´ 1 into every summand
on the right-hand side of (13), we obtain
Bt }Pµvptq}L2x
ď C0 }∇Bptq}L8x
Cℓ´10
ż t
0
¨ ¨ ¨
ż t2
0
ℓ´1ź
m“1
}∇Bptmq}L8x
dt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dtℓ´1 }vp0q}L2x
. (21)
Since | log2pµ{νq| ě 5ℓ ě 5, we have by definition that Pµvp0q “ 0. Therefore, a direct integration
of (21) yields
}Pµvptq}L2x
ď Cℓ0
ż t
0
ż tℓ
0
¨ ¨ ¨
ż t2
0
ℓź
m“1
}∇Bptmq}L8x dt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dtℓ }vp0q}L2x
which completes the induction step. 
Proof of the existence statement of Proposition 3.2 and of (12). Let w P Hm be given. Let uν
be the solution of (11) with initial data uνpt0q “ Pνw. To complete the proof of Proposition 3.2,
it suffices to prove ››››!mpµq }Pµuνptq}L2x)µ,ν
››››
ℓ2µℓ
1
ν
ď Ce
C1}∇B}L1tL
8
x r1s }w}Hm (22)
for C,C1 as in the statement of Proposition 3.2. Indeed,ÿ
µ
mpµq2
›››››Pµÿ
ν
uνptq
›››››
2
L2x
ď
››››!mpµq }Pµuνptq}L2x)µ,ν
››››2
ℓ2µℓ
1
ν
which shows that the desired solution u “
ř
ν uν belongs to L
8
t H
mrT s and satisfies the claimed
estimate (12).
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Now, recall that from the definitions, we have
mpµq ď 25pℓ`1qrmsmpνq whenever 5ℓ ď
ˇˇˇ
log2
´µ
ν
¯ˇˇˇ
ă 5pℓ` 1q .
Therefore, using Lemma 3.6, we have
mpµq
ÿ
ν
}Pµuνptq}L2x
ď 25rms
8ÿ
ℓ“0
ÿ
ν : 5ℓď|log2p νµ q|ă5pℓ`1q
´
C0 }∇B}L1tL8x r1s
¯ℓ
ℓ!
25ℓrmsmpνq }Pνw}L2x .
We set C1 “ C1prmsq :“ C02
5rms once and for all. Then, by Cauchy-Schwarz,ˆ
mpµq
ÿ
ν
}Pµuνptq}L2x
˙2
ď Cprmsqe
C1}∇B}L1tL
8
x r1s
8ÿ
ℓ“0
¨˚
˝ ÿ
ν : 5ℓď|log2p νµ q|ă5pℓ`1q
´
C1 }∇B}L1tL8x r1s
¯ℓ
ℓ!
mpνq2 }Pνw}
2
L2x
‹˛‚ .
Summing over µ then gives (22). 
3.3. Strichartz estimates. Having proved Proposition 3.2 in the preceding two sections, we
now show that the corresponding solutions enjoy local-in-time Strichartz estimates with loss of
derivatives.
Proposition 3.7. Let B be an admissible form and m be a Sobolev weight. Let T P p0, 1s and
t0 P r0, T q, and let w P H
m. Let u be the solution to (11) with initial data upt0q “ w. Let pq, rq
be a Strichartz pair. Then the estimate
}Pµu}LqtLrxrT s
ď C
´
1` }B}L8t L8x r1s
¯
e
C1}∇B}L1
t
L8x r1sµ
1
qmpµq´1 }u}Hm (23)
holds for some constants C “ Cprms, qq ą 0 and C1 “ C1prmsq ą 0.
Proof. Following the strategy of [4], we divide r0, T q into disjoint intervals each of length ď µ´1,
so that there are ď µ such intervals. Consider one such interval J “ rt1, t2q. Applying the usual
Strichartz estimate to
pBt ´ i△qPµu “ ´PµPBu
over the interval J , we obtain
}Pµu}Lqt pJ,Lrxq
À }Pµupt1q}L2x
` |J |µ }PµPBu}L8t pJ,L2xq
À }Pµupt1q}L2x
` }B}L8t,xr1s
ÿ
λ : |log2pλµ q|ď5
}Pλu}L8t pJ,L2xq .
Using (12) to bound the right-hand side, we obtain
}Pµu}Lqt pJ,Lrxq
ď C prms, qq
´
1` }B}L8t,xr1s
¯
e
C1prmsq}∇B}L1
t
L8x r1smpµq´1 }w}Hm . (24)
Note that the right-hand side of (24) is now independent of J . Hence, raising (24) to the q-th
power and summing over the intervals J , and recalling that there are ď µ such intervals, we
obtain (23). 
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3.4. Adapted function spaces. Having now established the basic properties of solutions to the
linear homogeneous equation (11), we define the function spaces which we will use to construct
the iteration scheme (31).
Notation 3.8. Let B be an admissible form and m be a Sobolev weight. For t, t0 P r0, 1q, denote
SBpt, t0qw :“ Uptq
where U solves (11) on r0, 1q with initial data Upt0q “ w P H
m.
Definition 3.9. Let B be an admissible form and m be a Sobolev weight. Let T P p0, 1s.
Let p P r1,8q. Define UpBH
mrT s to be the Banach space of functions u : r0, T q Ñ Hm such
that SBp0, tquptq belongs to U
pHmrT s. The UpBH
mrT s norm is given by
}u}UpBHmrT s
:“ }SBp0, tquptq}UpHmrT s .
Define DUpBH
mrT s to consist of functions f : r0, T q ˆ R2x Ñ C such that SBp0, tqfptq P
DUpHmrT s, equipped with the norm
}f}DUp
B
HmrT s :“ }SBp0, tqfptq}DUpHmrT s “
››››ż t
0
SBp0, t
1qfpt1qdt1
››››
UpHmrT s
.
Lastly, define V pBH
mrT s to be the Banach space of functions v : r0, T q Ñ Hm such that
SBp0, tqvptq belongs to V
p
rcH
mrT s, equipped with the norm
}v}V p
B
HmrT s :“ }SBp0, tqvptq}V pHmrT s .
As a first consequence of the definitions, of the uniqueness statement in Proposition 3.2, and
of Duhamel’s formula, we have the following result.
Lemma 3.10. Let B be an admissible form and m, n be Sobolev weights with n ď m, so that
Hm ãÑ Hn. Let T P p0, 1s and p P r1,8q.
Suppose u P L8t H
nrT s and up0q “ uin P Hm and
pBt ´ i△`PBq u “ f
with f P DUpBH
mrT s. Then, in fact, u must be given by
uptq “ SBpt, 0qu
in `
ż t
0
SBpt, t
1qfpt1qdt1 , (25)
and in particular, u P UpBH
mrT s and
}u}UpBHmrT s
À
››uin››
Hm
` }f}DUpBHmrT s
. (26)
Proof. Let v be given by the right-hand isde of (25). Clearly, v P UpBH
mrT s and satisfies
}v}Up
B
HmrT s À
››uin››
Hm
` }f}DUp
B
HmrT s .
Now, by Proposition 3.2 and the atomic structure of UpBH
mrT s, we have UpBH
mrT s ãÑ L8t H
mrT s.
Thus, u ´ v P L8t H
nrT s. But u ´ v is a solution to (11) with pu ´ vqp0q “ 0. Hence, by the
uniqueness statement in Proposition 3.2, we have u´ v “ 0. 
Observe that Lemma 2.8 generalises immediately to the above function spaces. More precisely,
we have the following embedding result.
Lemma 3.11 (Embeddings). Let B be an admissible form and m be a Sobolev weight. Let
T P p0, 1s and let 1 ď p ă q ă 8. Then we have the continuous embeddings
U
p
BH
mrT s ãÑ V pBH
mrT s ãÑ U qBH
mrT s
whose operator norms depend on p, q and not on T or B or m.
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To use the Duhamel formula in Lemma 3.10, we will need to estimate the DUpBH
mrT s norm
of the various nonlinearities we encounter. Such estimates can be efficiently obtained using the
following duality result, which is the obvious generalisation of Lemma 2.9.
Lemma 3.12 (Duality). Let B be an admissible form and m be a Sobolev weight. Let T P p0, 1s
and p P p1,8q, and let p1 :“ p
p´1 . Then
pDUpBH
mrT sq
˚
“ V p
1
B H
m
´1
rT s
in the sense that
}f}DUpHmrT s ď C pp, rmsq sup
v
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż T
0
ż
R2x
vpt, xq fpt, xqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
where the supremum is taken over all v P V p
1
B H
m
´1
rT s with }v}
V
p1
B
Hm
´1 rT s
ď 1.
Proof. From Lemma 3.5 we have that SBpt1, t0q are unitary maps on L
2
x. Moreover, Lemma 2.3
guarantees that Hm
´1
and pHmq˚ are isomorphic with equivalent norms. Hence, Lemma 3.12
follows immediately from Lemma 2.9. 
Our next Lemma shows that generalises the energy and Strichartz estimates, established
earlier for free solutions to (11), to arbitrary UpBH
mrT s functions.
Lemma 3.13. Let B be an admissible form and m be a Sobolev weight. Let T P p0, 1s and
p P r1,8q, and let pq, rq be a Strichartz pair. Then we have the estimates
}u}L8t HmrT s
ď C prmsq e
C1prmsq}∇B}L1tL
8
x r1s }u}Up
B
HmrT s (27)
and
}Pµu}LqtLrxrT s
ď C prms, qq
´
1` }B}L8t,xr1s
¯
e
C1prmsq}∇B}L1tL
8
x r1sµ
1
qmpµq´1 }u}Uq
B
HmrT s (28)
Proof. Due to the atomic structure of the UpBH
mrT s spaces, the asserted estimates are immediate
consequences of Propositions 3.2 and 3.7. 
With the above machinery, the following result, which lets us compare Up spaces associated
to different admissible forms, is now straightforward.
Proposition 3.14. Let m be a Sobolev weight and B,Γ be admissible forms. Let T P p0, 1s. Let
p P p1,8q. Then we have the embedding UpBH
mrT s ãÑ UpΓH
λ´1mrT s with
}u}
U
p
Γ
Hλ
´1
mrT s ď Cprmsqe
C1prmsq
´
}∇B}
L1tL
8
x r1s
`}∇Γ }
L1tL
8
x r1s
¯
T }B ´ Γ }L8t,xrT s
}u}UpBHmrT s
.
Proof. Suppose first that u “ SBpt, t0qw is a free solution on r0, T q to (11) with w P H
m, so that
pBt ´ i△`PΓ qu “ PΓ´Bu . (29)
Now, observe that }Pbw}Hλ´1mrT s ď Cprmsq}b}L8x }w}HmrT s. Therefore, for v P V
p1
Γ H
λm´1rT s,
we have ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż T
0
ż
R2x
vPΓ´Bu dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď CprmsqT }v}L8t Hλm´1 rT s }B ´ Γ }L8t,xrT s }u}L8t HmrT s .
Using Lemma 3.13, we obtainˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż T
0
ż
R2x
vPΓ´Bu dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď CprmsqeC1prmsq
´
}∇B}
L1tL
8
x r1s
`}∇Γ }
L1tL
8
x r1s
¯
¨ T }v}
V
p1
Γ
Hλm
´1 rT s
}B ´ Γ }L8t,xr1s
}w}Hm .
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Thus, by the duality principle of Lemma 3.12,
}PΓ´Bu}DUp
B
Hλ
´1
mrT s ď Cprmsqe
C1prmsq
´
}∇B}
L1tL
8
x r1s
`}∇Γ }
L1tL
8
x r1s
¯
T }B ´ Γ }L8t,xr1s
}w}Hm .
Plugging into the Duhamel formula in Lemma 3.10, we find
}u}
U
p
BH
λ´1mrT s ď Cprmsqe
C1prmsq
´
}∇B}
L1tL
8
x r1s
`}∇Γ }
L1tL
8
x r1s
¯
T }B ´ Γ }L8t,xr1s
}w}Hm .
This proves Proposition 3.14 in the special case when u is a free solution to (11).
In particular, if now u is a UpBH
mrT s atom, then
}u}
U
p
B
Hλ
´1
mrT s ď Cprmsqe
C1prmsq
´
}∇B}
L1tL
8
x r1s
`}∇Γ }
L1tL
8
x r1s
¯
T }B ´ Γ }L8t,xr1s
.
The assertion of Proposition 3.14 now follow from the atomic structure of UpBH
mrT s. 
4. Construction of the Iteration Scheme
The goal of the present section is to set up the iteration scheme (8), and show that the iterates
φrns exist on a common time interval T “ T p}φin}Hsq. The convergence of the iteration scheme to
a solution of the Chern-Simons-Schro¨dinger system in the Coulomb gauge, (2), will be addressed
in the next section.
4.1. Setting up the iteration scheme. For convenience, we introduce the following notation.
Define the bilinear maps N 2α for α “ 0, 1, 2, and the quadrilinear maps N
4
t ,N
4
x on SpR
2
xq, by
N 2i ru1, u2s :“ ǫij
Bj
p´△q
pu1u2q ,
N 20 ru1, u2s :“ p´△q
´1
p∇u1 ^∇u2q ,
N 4t ru1, u2, u3, u4s :“
rot
p´△q
`
N 2x ru1, u2su3u4
˘
,
N 4x ru1, u2, u3, u4s :“ ´ iN
2
x ru1, u2s ¨N
2
x ru3, u4s ,
where we have also denoted N 2x :“ pN
2
1 ,N
2
2 q. We warn the reader that N
2
x is R
2-valued while
N 4x is real-valued. Define also the trilinear map
Q ru1, u2, u3s :“
ÿ
λ
“
PλN
2
x ru1, u2s ¨∇Pă25λu3 ` Pă25λ
`
PλN
2
x ru1, u2s ¨∇u3
˘‰
,
so that, in the notation of the Introduction, Qrφ, φ, φs “ QAxφ for a solution φ to (2).
Then the Chern-Simons-Schro¨dinger system in the Coulomb gauge, (2), can be written as$’’&’%
pBt ´ i△`PAxqφ “ Q
“
φ, φ, φ
‰
`N 20
“
φ, φ
‰
φ`N 4t
“
φ, φ, φ, φ
‰
φ
`N 4x
“
φ, φ, φ, φ
‰
φ´ iκ |φ|2 φ ,
Ax “ ´
1
2
N 2x
“
φ, φ
‰
.
(30)
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Similarly, the iteration scheme (8) can be written succinctly as$’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’%
´
Bt ´ i△`PArn´1sx
¯
φrns “ Q
”
φrns, φrns, φrns
ı
`N 20
”
φrns, φrns
ı
φrns
`N 4t
”
φrns, φrns, φrns, φrns
ı
φrns
`N 4x
”
φrns, φrns, φrns, φrns
ı
φrns ´ iκ
ˇˇˇ
φrns
ˇˇˇ2
φrns ,
Arnsx “ ´
1
2
N 2x
”
φrns, φrns
ı
,
φrnsp0q “ φin .
(31)
We record the following easy estimate, which will play a key role in formulating the existence
result for the iteration scheme, Theorem 4.2.
Lemma 4.1. We have the estimate››N 2x ru1, u2s››L8x ď C }u1}H1 }u2}H1 . (32)
Proof. By Bernstein’s inequality, it suffices to prove the stronger estimate››N 2x ru1, u2s››B1
4,8
ď C }u1}H1 }u2}H1 . (33)
By Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev,››PµN 2x rPλu1,Pďλu2s››L4x ď C }Pλu1 Pďλu2}L 43x ď Cλ´1 }u1}H1 }u2}H1 .
Summing up over λ Á µ, and noting that N 2x ru1, u2s is symmetric in u1, u2, we obtain››PµN 2x ru1, u2s››L4x ď Cµ´1 }u1}H1 }u2}H1
which is (33). 
4.2. Statement of the existence result. We will construct the iterates to (31) by solving the
more general initial value problem$’’&’’%
pBt ´ i△`PBqψ “ Q
“
ψ, ψ, ψ
‰
`N 20
“
ψ, ψ
‰
ψ `N 4t
“
ψ, ψ, ψ, ψ
‰
ψ
`N 4x
“
ψ, ψ, ψ, ψ
‰
ψ ´ iκ |ψ|2 ψ ,
ψp0q “ ψin P Hm .
(34)
Throughout this section, s ě 1 is fixed. We impose the following hypotheses.
(I) m is a Sobolev weight satisfying
s ď rms‹ ď rms
‹ ď s`
1
8
. (35)
Note that, in particular, this implies
λs ď mpλq ď λs`
1
8 ,
and more generallyˆ
λ
µ
˙s
ď
mpλq
mpµq
ď
ˆ
λ
µ
˙s` 1
8
whenever λ ě µ .
(II) B is an admissible form which satisfies
}∇B}L1tL8x r1s
ď 1 . (36)
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Under these hypotheses, Lemma 4.1 and (27) guarantee the existence of a constantK1 “ K1 ą 0,
which we fix once and for all, such that››N 2x rψ1, ψ2s››L8t,xrT s ď K12 }ψ1}U2BH1rT s }ψ2}U2BH1rT s . (37)
The main result of this section is that the iterates to the iteration scheme (31) can be constructed,
and they satisfy certain useful bounds. More precisely, we have the following.
Theorem 4.2. There exists a small constant δ1 “ δ1psq P p0, 1s such that the following holds.
Assume the hypotheses (I), (II) above. Let M ą 0 and let ψin P Hm with }ψin}Hm ď M .
Suppose additionally that
}B}L8t,xr1s ď K1M
2 (38)
where K1 is the constant appearing in (37).
Then, with the existence time T :“ δ1p1 `Mq
´28 ď 1, there exists a unique solution ψ P
U2BH
mrT s to the initial value problem (34). This solution satisfies
}ψ}U2
B
HmrT s ď 2M .
Moreover, letting Γ be the extension by zero of ´ 1
2
N 2x rψ, ψs from p0, T s to p0, 1s, we have that Γ
is an admissible form which also verifies hypothesis (II) and (38).
The basic idea of the proof of Theorem 4.2 is to choose T so that an appropriate contraction
map can be set up in the same
EM,T :“
!
ψ P U2BH
mrT s
ˇˇˇ
}ψ}U2
B
HmrT s ď 2M
)
.
The task of proving Theorem 4.2 thus reduces to establishing multilinear estimates for each
nonlinearity on the right-hand side of (34).
4.3. Preliminary bounds. In proving our multilinear estimates we will heavily rely on the
estimates in Lemma 3.13. Due to our hypotheses (I) and (II), and also because of (38), the
estimates provided by Lemma 4.13 simplify considerably. For ease of exposition we will re-state
these estimates here.
Definition 4.3. Let m be a Sobolev weight. Let T P p0, 1s. We define the seminorm } ¨ }ΨmrT s
on functions ψ : r0, T q ˆ R2x Ñ C by
}ψ}ΨmrT s :“ }ψ}L8t HmrT s
` sup
µ
µ´
1
4mpµq }Pµψ}L4t,xrT s
.
For σ P R, we define Ψσ to be Ψm corresponding to mpλq “ λσ.
Lemma 4.4. Let m be a Sobolev weight such that rms ď Cpsq. Assume the hypothesis (II) and
assume B satisfies (38). Let T P p0, 1s. If ψ P V 2BH
mrT s, and rψ is either ψ or ψ, then we have››› rψ›››
ΨmrT s
ď Cpsq p1`Mq
2
}ψ}V 2
B
HmrT s . (39)
Proof. Due to the V 2rc ãÑ U
4 embedding, (39) is simply a restatement of Lemma 3.13. 
Lemma 4.5. Let m be a Sobolev weight such that rms ď Cpsq. Let T P p0, 1s. Then
}Pµψ}L4tL8x rT s
ď Cpsqµ
3
4mpµq´1 }ψ}ΨmrT s .
In particular, if ψ P Ψ1rT s then ψ P L4tL
8
x rT s with
}ψ}L4tL8x rT s
ď C }ψ}Ψ1rT s .
Proof. This is trivial from Bernstein’s inequality. 
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4.4. Estimates for N 20 , N
2
x , N
4
t . In this subsection, we collect various space-time estimates
for N 20 ,N
2
x ,N
4
t , which we will need for our multilinear estimates, and also for our difference
estimates in Section 5.
Lemma 4.6. Assume the hypothesis (I). Let T P p0, 1s. Then››PµN 2x rψ1, ψ2s››L2tL8x rT s ď Cpsqµ´ 14mpµq´1 ´}ψ1}ΨmrT s }ψ2}Ψ1rT s ` }ψ1}Ψ1rT s }ψ2}ΨmrT s¯ .
(40)
Proof. For the case µ “ 1, the Bernstein and Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequalities give››P1N 2x rψ1, ψ2s››L2tL8x rT s À T 12 }ψ1ψ2}L8t L1xrT s ď C }ψ1}Ψ1rT s }ψ2}Ψ1rT s .
For µ ě 2, Bernstein’s inequality and Lemma 4.5 give››PµN 2x rPλψ1,Pďλψ2s››L2tL8x rT s À µ´1 }Pλψ1}L4tL8x rT s }ψ2}L4tL8x rT s
À µ´1λ
3
4mpλq´1 }ψ1}ΨmrT s }ψ2}Ψ1rT s
ď Cpsqµ´1`sλ
3
4
´smpµq´1 }ψ1}ΨmrT s }ψ2}Ψ1rT s
where the last inequality is due to hypothesis (I). Summing over λ Á µ and noting the symmetry
of N 2x rψ1, ψ2s in ψ1, ψ2, we obtain (40). 
Lemma 4.7. Assume the hypothesis (I). Let T P p0, 1s. Then, for µ ě 2,››PµN 20 rψ1, ψ2s››L8t L1xrT s ď Cpsqµ´1mpµq´1 ´}ψ1}ΨmrT s }ψ2}Ψ1rT s ` }ψ1}Ψ1rT s }ψ2}ΨmrT s¯ .
(41)
We also have the estimate››N 20 rψ1, ψ2s››L4tL8x rT s ď C }ψ1}Ψ1rT s }ψ2}Ψ1rT s . (42)
Proof. For the proof of (41), we have››PµN 20 rPλψ1,Pďλψ2s››L8t L1xrT s À µ´1 }Pλψ1}L8t L2xrT s }∇ψ2}L8t L2xrT s
À µ´1mpλq´1 }ψ1}ΨmrT s }ψ2}Ψ1rT s
ď Cpsqµ´1mpµq´1
´µ
λ
¯s
}ψ1}ΨmrT s }ψ2}Ψ1rT s
where the last inequality follows from the hypothesis (I). Summing over λ Á µ, and noting that
N 20 rψ1, ψ2s is skew-symmetric in ψ1, ψ2, we obtain (41).
We turn to the proof of (42). By Bernstein (and also Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev for µ “ 1)
and Lemma 4.5, we have››PµN 20 rPλψ1,Pďλψ2s››L4tL8x rT s À µ 12 }Pλψ1∇Pďλψ2}L4tL 43x rT s
À µ
1
2λ´
3
4 }ψ1}Ψ1rT s }ψ2}Ψ1rT s
The right-hand side is summable over λ Á µ. Since N 20 is skew-symmetric, we have (42). 
Lemma 4.8. Assume the hypothesis (I). Let T P p0, 1s. Then
››PµN 4t rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4s››L2tL8x rT s ď Cpsqµ´ 14mpµq´1 4ÿ
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨmrT s
4ź
k“1
k‰ℓ
}ψk}Ψ1rT s . (43)
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Proof. We first deal with the case µ “ 1. By Bernstein, Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev, and Lemma
4.1, we find
››P1N 4t rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4s››L2tL8x rT s À ››N 2x rψ1, ψ2sψ3ψ4››L8t L1xrT s À 4ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}Ψ1rT s
as required.
Suppose now µ ě 2. Then, by Bernstein,››PµN 4t rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4s››L2tL8x rT s À ››PÁµN 2x rψ1, ψ2sψ3ψ4››L2tL2xrT s
` µ´1
››P!µN 2x rψ1, ψ2sP«µ pψ3ψ4q››L2tL8x rT s
À
››PÁµN 2x rψ1, ψ2s››L2tL8x rT s }ψ3}L8t L4xrT s }ψ4}L8t L4xrT s
` µ´1
››N 2x rψ1, ψ2s››L8t,xrT s }P«µ pψ3ψ4q}L2tL8x rT s
“: I` II .
Using Lemma 4.6 and the Sobolev embedding H1 ãÑ L4x,
I ď Cpsqµ´
1
4mpµq´1
´
}ψ1}ΨmrT s }ψ2}Ψ1rT s ` }ψ1}Ψ1rT s }ψ2}ΨmrT s
¯
}ψ3}Ψ1rT s }ψ4}Ψ1rT s .
Now, we have
}Pλψ3 Pďλψ4}L2tL8x rT s
À }Pλψ3}L4tL8x rT s
}ψ4}L4tL8x rT s
À λ
3
4mpλq´1 }ψ3}ΨmrT s }ψ4}Ψ1rT s
ď Cpsqλ
3
4
´smpµq´1µs }ψ3}ΨmrT s }ψ4}Ψ1rT s
where the last inequality is due to the hypothesis (I). Summing over λ Á µ we obtain, by
symmetry,
}P«µ pψ3ψ4q}L2tL8x rT s
ď Cpsqµ
3
4mpµq´1
´
}ψ3}ΨmrT s }ψ4}Ψ1rT s ` }ψ3}Ψ1rT s }ψ4}ΨmrT s
¯
.
Hence, by Lemma 4.1,
II ď Cpsqµ´
1
4mpµq´1 }ψ1}Ψ1rT s }ψ2}Ψ1rT s
´
}ψ3}ΨmrT s }ψ4}Ψ1rT s ` }ψ3}Ψ1rT s }ψ4}ΨmrT s
¯
.
The proof is complete. 
4.5. Multilinear estimates. We now estimate each of the nonlinearities in (34) in DU2BH
mrT s.
This is accomplished with the aid of the duality principle, Lemma 3.12.
Lemma 4.9. Assume the hypotheses (I), (II). Let T P p0, 1s. Then
}Q rψ1, ψ2, ψ3s}DU2
B
HmrT s ď CpsqT
1
2
3ÿ
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨmrT s
3ź
k“1
k‰ℓ
}ψk}Ψ1rT s .
Proof. By duality, it suffices to prove the estimateˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż T
0
ż
R2
ψ0Q rψ1, ψ2, ψ3s dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď CpsqT 12 }ψ0}V 2BHm´1 rT s 3ÿ
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨmrT s
3ź
k“1
k‰ℓ
}ψk}Ψ1rT s . (44)
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Using Lemma 4.6, we have
ˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2
Pνψ0 PµN
2
x rψ1, ψ2s ¨∇Pλψ3 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
À T
1
2 }Pνψ0}L8t L2xrT s
››PµN 2x rψ1, ψ2s››L2tL8x rT s }Pλψ3}L8t H1rT s
ď CpsqT
1
2mpνqµ´
1
4mpµq´1 }ψ0}V 2BHm
´1 rT s
3ÿ
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨmrT s
3ź
k“1
k‰ℓ
}ψk}Ψ1rT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 νs`
1
8µ´
1
4
´s }ψ0}V 2BHm
´1 rT s
3ÿ
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨmrT s
3ź
k“1
k‰ℓ
}ψk}Ψ1rT s
where the last two inequalities follow from the hypotheses (I), (II). Now, the right-hand side is
summable over tµ « maxpλ, νqu to give (44). 
Lemma 4.10. Assume the hypotheses (I), (II). Assume also that B satisfies (38). Let T P p0, 1s.
Then
››N 20 rψ1, ψ2sψ3››DU2BHmrT s ď Cpsq p1`Mq2 T 12 3ÿ
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨmrT s
3ź
k“1
k‰ℓ
}ψk}Ψ1rT s .
Proof. By duality, it suffices to prove the estimate
ˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2
ψ0N
2
0 rψ1, ψ2sψ3 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Cpsq p1`Mq
2
T
1
2 }ψ0}V 2
B
Hm
´1 rT s
3ÿ
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨmrT s
3ź
k“1
k‰ℓ
}ψk}Ψ1rT s .
(45)
By (42), Ho¨lder’s inequality gives
ÿ
ν
ˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2
Pνψ0 PÀνN
2
0 rψ1, ψ2s P«νψ3 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
À
ż T
0
››N 20 rψ1, ψ2s››L8x ÿ
ν
}Pνψ0}L2x
››P«νψ3››L2x dt
À T
3
4 }ψ0}L8t Hm
´1 rT s
››N 20 rψ1, ψ2s››L4tL8x rT s }ψ3}l8t HmrT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ψ0}V 2BHm
´1 rT s }ψ1}Ψ1rT s }ψ2}Ψ1rT s }ψ3}ΨmrT s
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 4.7 and the hypotheses (I) and (II).
By the Littlewood-Paley trichotomy, to prove (45) it remains to show
˜ ÿ
µ«λ"ν
`
ÿ
ν«λ"µ
¸ ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż T
0
ż
R2
Pνψ0 PµN
2
0 rψ1, ψ2s Pλψ3 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď RHS(45) .
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For this, we note using (41) and Lemmas 4.4, 4.5 thatˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2
Pνψ0 PµN
2
0 rψ1, ψ2s Pλψ3 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
À T
1
2 }Pνψ0}L4tL8x rT s
››PµN 20 rψ1, ψ2s››L8t L1xrT s }Pλψ3}L4tL8x rT s
ď Cpsq p1`Mq
2
T
1
2 ν
3
4mpνqµ´1mpµq´1λ
3
4
´1 }ψ0}V 2
B
Hm
´1 rT s
3ÿ
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨmrT s
3ź
k“1
k‰ℓ
}ψk}Ψ1rT s
ď Cpsq p1`Mq
2
T
1
2 ν
3
4
`sµ´1´sλ´
1
4 }ψ0}V 2
B
Hm
´1 rT s
3ÿ
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨmrT s
3ź
k“1
k‰ℓ
}ψk}Ψ1rT s .
The right-hand side is summable over tµ « λ " νu and over tµ « ν " λu, as desired. 
Lemma 4.11. Assume the hypotheses (I), (II). Let T P p0, 1s. Then››N 4t rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4sψ5››DU2BHmrT s ď CpsqT 12 5ÿ
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨmrT s
5ź
k“1
k‰ℓ
}ψk}Ψ1rT s .
Proof. By duality, it suffices to prove the estimateˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2
ψ0N
4
t rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4sψ5 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ψ0}V 2
B
Hm
´1 rT s
5ÿ
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨmrT s
5ź
k“1
k‰ℓ
}ψk}Ψ1rT s .
(46)
Firstly, using Ho¨lder’s inequality and Lemma 4.8, we haveÿ
ν
ˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2
Pνψ0 PÀνN
4
t rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4s P«νψ5 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
À
ż T
0
››N 4t rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4s ptq››L8x ÿ
ν
}Pνψ0ptq}L2x
}P«νψ5ptq}L2x
dt
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ψ0}L8t Hm
´1 rT s
››N 4t rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4s››L2tL8x rT s }ψ5}L8t HmrT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ψ0}V 2
B
Hm
´1 rT s
˜
4ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}Ψ1rT s
¸
}ψ5}ΨmrT s .
By the Littlewood-Paley trichotomy, to prove (46) it remains to show that˜ ÿ
µ«ν"λ
`
ÿ
µ«λ"ν
¸ ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż T
0
ż
R2
Pνψ0 PµN
4
t rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4s Pλψ5 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď RHS(46) . (47)
For this, using Ho¨lder’s inequality and Lemma 4.8 again, we findˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2
Pνψ0 PµN
4
t rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4s Pλψ5 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
À T
1
2 }Pνψ0}L8t L2xrT s
››PµN 4t rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4s››L2tL8x rT s }Pλψ5}L8t L2xrT s
ď CpsqT
1
2mpνqµ´1mpµq´1λ´1 }ψ0}V 2
B
Hm
´1 rT s
¨˚
˝ 4ÿ
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨmrT s
4ź
k“1
k‰ℓ
}ψk}Ψ1rT s
‹˛‚}ψ5}Ψ1rT s .
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Due to hypothesis (I), the right-hand side is summable over tµ « maxpν, λqu. Therefore we
obtain (47) as required. 
Lemma 4.12. Assume the hypotheses (I), (II). Let T P p0, 1s. Then››N 4x rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4sψ5››DU2BHmrT s ď CpsqT 12 5ÿ
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨmrT s
5ź
k“1
k‰ℓ
}ψk}Ψ1rT s .
Proof. By duality, it suffices to prove the estimateˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2
ψ0N
4
x rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4sψ5 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ψ0}V 2
B
Hm
´1 rT s
5ÿ
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨmrT s
5ź
k“1
k‰ℓ
}ψk}Ψ1rT s .
(48)
By the Littlewood-Paley trichotomy and symmetry, it suffices to verify the estimatesÿ
µ,ν : µÁν
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż T
0
ż
R2
Pνψ0 PµN
2
x rψ1, ψ2s ¨ PÀµN
2
x rψ3, ψ4s ψ5 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď RHS(48) (49)
and ÿ
ν
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż T
0
ż
R2
Pνψ0 P!νN
2
x rψ1, ψ2s ¨ P!νN
2
x rψ3, ψ4s P«νψ5 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď RHS(48) . (50)
Using Lemmas 4.1 and 4.6, a typical summand on the left-hand side of (49) is controlled by
T
1
2 }Pνψ0}L8t L2xrT s
››PµN 2x rψ1, ψ2s››L2tL8x rT s ››N 2x rψ3, ψ4s››L8t,xrT s }ψ5}L8t L2xrT s
ď CpsqT
1
2mpνqµ´
1
4mpµq´1 }ψ0}V 2
B
Hm
´1 rT s
¨
´
}ψ1}ΨmrT s }ψ2}Ψ1rT s ` }ψ1}Ψ1rT s }ψ2}ΨmrT s
¯
}ψ3}Ψ1rT s }ψ4}Ψ1rT s }ψ5}Ψ1rT s .
Summing over tµ Á νu, we obtain (49) as required.
As for (50), we use Lemma 4.1 to obtain the estimate
LHS(50) À
ż T
0
››N 2x rψ1, ψ2s ptq››L8x ››N 2x rψ3, ψ4s ptq››L8x
˜ÿ
ν
}Pνψ0ptq}L2x
}P«νψ5ptq}L2x
¸
dt
ď CpsqT }ψ0}L8t Hm
´1 rT s
››N 2x rψ1, ψ2s››L8t,xrT s ››N 2x rψ3, ψ4s››L8t,xrT s }ψ5}L8t HmrT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ψ0}V 2
B
Hm
´1 rT s
˜
4ź
k“1
}ψk}Ψ1rT s
¸
}ψ5}ΨmrT s .
This verifies (50) and hence completes the proof. 
Lemma 4.13. Assume the hypotheses (I), (II). Assume also that B satisfies (38). Let T P p0, 1s.
Then
}ψ1ψ2ψ3}DU2BHmrT s
ď Cpsq p1`Mq
2
T
1
2
3ÿ
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨmrT s
3ź
k“1
k‰ℓ
}ψk}Ψ1rT s .
Proof. By duality, it suffices to prove the estimateˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż T
0
ż
R2
ψ0ψ1ψ2ψ3 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Cpsq p1`Mq2 T 12 }ψ0}V 2BHm´1 rT s 3ÿ
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨmrT s
3ź
k“1
k‰ℓ
}ψk}Ψ1rT s . (51)
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By the Littlewood-Paley trichotomy and symmetry, (51) follows from the two estimatesÿ
ν
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż T
0
ż
R2
Pνψ0 P«νψ1 PÀνψ2 PÀνψ3 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď RHS(51) (52)
and ÿ
λ,ν : λ"ν
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż T
0
ż
R2
Pνψ0 Pλψ1 P«λψ2 PÀλψ3 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď RHS(51) . (53)
Using Lemma 4.5, we easily obtain (52) as follows,
LHS(52) À
ż T
0
˜ÿ
ν
}Pνψ0ptq}L2x
}P«νψ1ptq}L2x
¸
}ψ2ptq}L8x
}ψ3ptq}L8x
dt
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ψ0}L8t Hm
´1 rT s }ψ1}L8t HmrT s
}ψ2}L4tL8x rT s
}ψ3}L4tL8x rT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ψ0}V 2
B
Hm
´1 rT s }ψ1}ΨmrT s }ψ2}Ψ1rT s }ψ3}Ψ1rT s .
We now turn to the proof of (53). Using Lemma 3.13, a typical summand on the left-hand
side of (53) is controlled by
CpsqT
1
2 }Pνψ0}L4tL8x rT s }Pλψ1}L8t L2xrT s }P«λψ2}L8t L2xrT s }ψ3}L4tL8x rT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 p1`Mq
2
ν
3
4mpνqλ´1mpλq´1 }ψ0}V 2
B
Hm
´1 rT s }ψ1}ΨmrT s }ψ2}Ψ1rT s }ψ3}Ψ1rT s .
Summing up over tλ " νu, we obtain (53) as required. 
4.6. Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let T P p0, 1s be fixed later. Define Σ : EM,T Ñ U
2
BH
mrT s by
Σpψqptq :“ SBpt, 0qψ
in `
ż t
0
SBpt, t
1q
„
Q
“
ψ, ψ, ψ
‰
pt1q `
`
N 20
“
ψ, ψ
‰
ψ
˘
pt1q
`
`
N 4t
“
ψ, ψ, ψ, ψ
‰
ψ
˘
pt1q `
`
N 4x
“
ψ, ψ, ψ, ψ
‰
ψ
˘
pt1q ´ iκ
`
|ψ|2ψ
˘
pt1q

dt1 .
Our goal is to show that Σ defines a contraction map EM,T Ñ EM,T .
Suppose ψ1 P EM,T . By Lemma 4.4, we have }ψ1}ΨmrT s ď Cpsqp1`Mq
2M for every ψ P EM,T .
Now, applying Lemmas 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, 4.13, replacing the Ψ1rT s norms by ΨmrT s norms,
we have ››Q “ψ1, ψ1, ψ1‰››DU2
B
HmrT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 p1`Mq
6
M3 ,››N 20 “ψ1, ψ1‰ψ1››DU2BHmrT s ď CpsqT 12 p1`Mq8M3 ,››N 4t “ψ1, ψ1 ψ1, ψ1‰ψ1››DU2
B
HmrT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 p1`Mq
10
M5 ,››N 4x “ψ1, ψ1 ψ1, ψ1‰ψ1››DU2BHmrT s ď CpsqT 12 p1`Mq10M5 ,›››|ψ1|2 ψ1›››
DU2
B
HmrT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 p1`Mq
8
M5 .
Summing these up, we obtain
}Σpψ1q}U2
B
HmrT s ďM ` CpsqT
1
2 p1`Mq
14
M .
If ψ2 is another element of EM,T , then a similar argument shows
}Σpψ1q ´Σpψ2q}U2BHmrT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 p1`Mq
14
}ψ1 ´ ψ2}U2BHmrT s
.
Hence, we see that by choosing T “ δ1psqp1`Mq
´28 for sufficiently small δ1 “ δ1psq P p0, 1s, we
could ensure that Σ indeed defines a contraction map EM,T Ñ EM,T .
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The unique fixed point ψ P EM,T is then the desired solution to (34). Moreover, by (37),››N 2x “ψ, ψ‰››L8t,xr1s ď 2K1M2 .
Thus, letting Γ be the extension by zero of ´ 1
2
N 2x rψ, ψs to r0, 1q, we have that Γ satisfies (38).
It remains to check that Γ verifies the hypothesis (II), provided we choose δ1psq smaller if
necessary. For this, we need the following estimate.
Lemma 4.14. Let T P p0, 1s. Then››∇N 2x rψ1, ψ2s››L1tL8x rT s À T 12 }ψ1}Ψ1rT s }ψ2}Ψ1rT s .
Proof. Recalling that R denotes the Riesz transform, observe that ∇N 2x rv1, v2s and R
2pv1v2q
have the same components. By Bernstein’s inequality, the boundedness of the Riesz transform
on L4x, and Lemma 4.5, we have››∇N 2x rPλψ1,Pďλψ2s››L1tL8x rT s À T 12µ 12 }Pλψ1 Pďλψ2}L2tL4xrT s
À T
1
2µ
1
2 }Pλψ1}L4t,xrT s
}ψ2}L4tL8x rT s
À T
1
2µ
1
2 λ´
3
4 }ψ1}Ψ1rT s }ψ2}Ψ1rT s .
Summing up over λ Á µ and noting the symmetry of N 2x rv1, v2s in v1 and v2, we obtain the
desired estimate. 
By Lemma 4.14, noting that }ψ}ΨsrT s ď Cpsqp1 `Mq
2M , we have
}Γ }L1tL8x rT s
ď CpsqT
1
2µ
1
2 p1`Mq
4
M2 .
Hence, indeed, by choosing δ1psq smaller if necessary and setting T “ δ1psqp1`Mq
´28 as before,
we can ensure that the right-hand side is ď 1 and, consequently, (II) holds for Γ .
The proof of Theorem 4.2 is complete.
5. Convergence of the Iteration Scheme
Using Theorem 4.2, we may inductively construct the iterates φrns of the iteration scheme
(31), initialised with A
r0s
x “ 0. For the proof of Theorem 1.1, it remains to show that the iterates
φrns converge to a solution φ of the Chern-Simons-Schro¨dinger system in the Coulomb gauge,
(30), and to verify the Hs continuity of the solution map and the weak Lipschitz estimate (3).
The technical core of both tasks is that of estimating }ψ´ψ1}L8t Hs´1rT s where both ψ, ψ
1 solve
(34) with possibly different admissible forms B,B1 respectively, and possibly different initial data.
This is provided for by the following result.
Theorem 5.1. Given a small ε P p0, 1s, there exists δ2 “ δps, εq P p0, δ1psqs, where δ1psq is as
in Theorem 4.2, such that the following is true.
Let M ą 0 and suppose B,B1, B: are admissible forms satisfying the hypothesis (II) and (38).
Assume that mpλq “ λs, and T “ δ2ps, εqp1 `Mq
´28. Let ψ P U2BH
srT s and ψ1 P U2B1H
srT s
are solutions given by Theorem 4.2 to (34), with admissible forms B,B1 respectively, such that
}ψp0q}Hs ďM , }ψ
1p0q}Hs ďM . Then››ψ ´ ψ1››
U2
B:
Hs´1rT s
ď ε
´››B ´B:››
L2tL
8
x rT s
`
››B1 ´B:››
L2tL
8
x rT s
¯
` Cpsq
››ψp0q ´ ψ1p0q››
Hs´1
.
(54)
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Note that Proposition 3.14 already guarantees that ψ, ψ1 P U2
B:
Hs´1rT s. Thus, the left-hand
side of (54) is finite.
The proof of Theorem 5.1 is straightforward but rather labourious. The rest of this section
will be devoted to this proof.
Explicitly, the difference equation for ψ ´ ψ1 can be written
pBt ´ i△`PB:q
`
ψ ´ ψ1
˘
“ PB:´Bψ `PB1´B:ψ
1
`
`
Q
“
ψ, ψ, ψ
‰
´Q
“
ψ1, ψ1, ψ1
‰˘
`
`
N 20
“
ψ, ψ
‰
ψ ´N 20
“
ψ1, ψ1
‰
ψ1
˘
`
`
N 4t
“
ψ, ψ, ψ, ψ
‰
ψ ´N 4t
“
ψ1, ψ1, ψ1, ψ1
‰
ψ1
˘
`
`
N 4x
“
ψ, ψ, ψ, ψ
‰
ψ ´N 4x
“
ψ1, ψ1, ψ1, ψ1
‰
ψ1
˘
´ iκ
´
|ψ|2 ψ ´
ˇˇ
ψ1
ˇˇ2
ψ1
¯
.
(55)
The proof of Theorem 5.1 proceeds in the exact same manner as that of Theorem 4.2. We
estimate the DU2
B:
Hs´1rT s norm of each term of the right-hand side of (55), by testing against
a V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s function and invoking the duality principle of Lemma 3.12.
5.1. Difference estimates for N 20 ,N
2
x ,N
4
t . First we need the following preliminary estimates,
which are analogous to those of Lemmas 4.6, 4.7, 4.8. Eventually, the indeterminate function ω
will be substituted with ψ ´ ψ1 or its complex conjugate.
Lemma 5.2. Let T P p0, 1s. Then››PµN 2x rψ1, ωs››L2tL8x rT s ď Cpsqµ 34´s }ψ1}ΨsrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s . (56)
Proof. For µ “ 1, Bernstein and Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev give us››P1N 2x rψ1, ωs››L2tL8x rT s À T 14 }ψ1ω}L4tL 43 rT s
À }ψ1}L4t,xrT s
}ω}L8t L2xrT s
ď Cpsq }ψ1}ΨsrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s .
Now, suppose instead that 2 ď µ P D. By Bernstein,››PµN 2x rPλψ1,Pρωs››L2tL8x rT s À µ´ 12 }Pλψ1 Pρω}L2tL4xrT s
À µ´
1
2 }Pλψ1}L4tL8x rT s
}Pρω}L4t,xrT s
ď Cpsqµ´
1
2λ
1
4
´sρ
1
4
´ps´1q }ψ1}ΨsrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s .
Performing the relevant summations, we obtain››PµN 2x rPÀµψ1,P«µωs››L2tL8x rT s` ››PµN 2x rP«µψ1,PÀµωs››L2tL8x rT s
ď Cpsqµ
3
4
´s }ψ1}ΨsrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s .
By the Littlewood-Paley trichotomy, to prove (56) it remains to showÿ
λ : λ"µ
››PµN 2x rPλψ1,P«λωs››L2tL8x rT s ď Cpsqµ 34´s }ψ1}ΨsrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s . (57)
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For this, we use Bernstein to estimate››PµN 2x rPλψ1,P«λωs››L2tL8x rT s À }Pλψ1 P«λω}L2t,xrT s
À }Pλψ1}L4t,xrT s }P«λω}L4t,xrT s
ď Cpsqλ
1
4
´sλ
1
4
´ps´1q }ψ1}ΨsrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s ,
and (57) follows immediately. 
Lemma 5.3. Let T P p0, 1s. Then››PµN 20 rψ1, ωs››L8t L1xrT s ď Cpsqµ´s }ψ1}ΨsrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s for µ ě 2 . (58)
We also have ››PÀµN 20 rψ1, ωs››L8t,xrT s ď Cpsqµ }ψ1}ΨsrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s . (59)
Proof. We first observe the preliminary estimate
}Pµ p∇P"µψ1 P"µωq}L1x
ď Cpsqµ´2ps´1q }ψ1}Hs }ω}Hs´1 . (60)
Indeed, since s ě 1, for λ Á µ we have
}∇Pλψ1 P«λω}L1x
ď Cpsqµ´p2s´2qλ2s´1 }Pλψ1}L2x
}P«λω}L2x
.
Summing over λ " µ, (60) follows using Cauchy-Schwarz.
We turn to the proof of (58). Let µ ě 2 be fixed. We have››PµN 20 rP«µψ1,PÀµωs››L8t L1xrT s À µ´1 }∇P«µψ1 PÀµω}L8t L1xrT s
ď Cpsqµ´s }ψ1}L8t HsrT s }ω}L8t Hs´1rT s
and similarly››PµN 20 rPÀµψ1,P«µωs››L8t L1xrT s À Cpsqµ´s }ψ1}L8t HsrT s }ω}L8t Hs´1rT s .
On the other hand, by (60),››PµN 20 rP"µψ1,P"µωs››L8t L1xrT s ď Cpsqµ1´2s }ψ1}L8t HsrT s }ω}L8t Hs´1rT s .
Hence, due to the Littlewood-Paley trichotomy, we obtain (58).
We now prove (59). By Bernstein, Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev and Ho¨lder, we have››P1N 20 rψ1, ωs››L8t,xrT s À }∇ψ1 ω}L8t L1xrT s ď Cpsq }ψ1}L8t HsrT s }ω}L8t Hs´1rT s .
For ν ě 2, Bernstein’s inequality and (58) give››PνN 20 rψ1, ωs››L8t,xrT s ď Cpsqν }ψ1}ΨsrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
since 2´ s ď 1. Hence, (59) follows by summing the preceding estimates. 
Lemma 5.4. Let T P p0, 1s. Then››PµN 4t rψ1, ω, ψ2, ψ3s››L2tL8x rT s ď Cpsqµ 34´s }ω}Ψs´1rT s 3ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s (61)
and ››PµN 4t rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ωs››L2tL8x rT s ď Cpsqµ 34´s }ω}Ψs´1rT s 3ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s (62)
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Proof. We first prove (61) in the case µ “ 1. By the Bernstein, Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev and
Ho¨lder inequalities, we have››P1N 4t rψ1, ω, ψ2, ψ3s››L2tL8x rT s À ››N 2x rψ1, ωs››L2tL8x rT s }ψ2}L8t L2xrT s }ψ3}L8t L2xrT s
ď Cpsq }ω}Ψs´1rT s
3ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s
where we have used (56) to estimate }N 2x rψ1, ωs}L2tL8x rT s.
Suppose now 2 ď µ P D. Then, by Bernstein,››PµN 4t rψ1, ω, ψ2, ψ3s››L2tL8x rT s À µ´1 ››Pµ `N 2x rψ1, ωsψ2ψ3˘››L2tL8x rT s .
By Bernstein, Ho¨lder and (56),
µ´1
››Pµ `PÁµN 2x rψ1, ωs ψ2ψ3˘››L2tL8x rT s À ››PÁµN 2x rψ1, ωs››L2tL8x rT s }ψ2}L8t L4xrT s }ψ3}L8t L4xrT s
ď Cpsqµ
3
4
´s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
3ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s .
On the other hand, for λ Á µ, we have
µ´1
›››Pµ `P!µN 2x rψ1, ωs Pλψ2 Pďλψ3˘ ›››
L2tL
8
x rT s
À
››N 2x rψ1, ωs››L2tL8x rT s }Pλψ2}L8t L4xrT s }ψ3}L8t L4xrT s
ď Cpsqλ
1
2
´s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
3ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s .
By summing over λ Á µ and noting the symmetry in ψ2, ψ3, we have
µ´1
››Pµ `P!µN 2x rψ1, ωs ψ2ψ3˘››L2tL8x rT s ď Cpsqµ 12´s }ω}Ψs´1rT s 3ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s .
This completes the proof of (61).
We turn to the proof of (62). The case µ “ 1 is handled in exactly the same fashion as above.
Suppose now 2 ď µ P D. Then, by Bernstein,››PµN 4t rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ωs››L2tL8x rT s À µ´1 ››Pµ `N 2x rψ1, ψ2sψ3ω˘››L2tL8x rT s .
By Bernstein, Ho¨lder and (40),
µ´1
››Pµ `PÁµN 2x rψ1, ψ2s ψ3ω˘››L2tL8x rT s À µ 12 ››PÁµN 2x rψ1, ψ2s››L2tL8x rT s }ψ3}L8t L4xrT s }ω}L8t L2xrT s
ď Cpsqµ
1
4
´s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
3ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s .
On the other hand, by Bernstein, Ho¨lder and (32) we have
µ´1
›››Pµ `P!µN 2x rψ1, ψ2s Pλψ3 PÀλω˘ ›››
L2tL
8
x rT s
À
››N 2x rψ1, ψ2s››L8t,xrT s }Pλψ3}L4tL8x rT s }ω}L8t L2xrT s
ď Cpsqλ
3
4
´s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
3ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s
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which is summable over λ Á µ; and also we have
µ´1
›››Pµ `P!µN 2x rψ1, ψ2s P!µψ3 P«µω˘ ›››
L2tL
8
x rT s
À µ´1
››N 2x rψ1, ψ2s››L8t,xrT s }ψ3}L4tL8x rT s }ω}L4tL8x rT s
ď Cpsqµ
1
4
´s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
3ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s .
By the Littlewood-Paley trichotomy, (62) is proved. 
5.2. Difference estimates for nonlinearities. We are now ready to estimate the DU2
B:
Hs´1rT s
norm of each term of the right-hand side of (55).
Lemma 5.5. Assume the hypothesis (II). Let T P p0, 1s. Let Θ be an admissible form. Then
}PΘψ1}DU2
B:
Hs´1rT s ď CpsqT
1
2 }Θ}L2tL8x rT s
}ψ1}ΨsrT s .
Proof. By duality, it suffices to proveˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż T
0
ż
R2x
ω0PΘψ1 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď CpsqT 12 }ω0}V 2B:H´ps´1qrT s }Θ}L2tL8x rT s }ψ1}ΨsrT s . (63)
By Ho¨lder and Bernstein, we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż T
0
ż
R2x
ω0PΘψ1 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ À
ż T
0
ÿ
ν
}Pνω0ptq}L2x }Θptq}L8x ν }P«νψ1ptq}L2x dt
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ω0ptq}L8t H´ps´1qrT s
}Θ}L2tL8x rT s
}ψ1}L8t HsrT s
.
Now use Lemma 3.13 to replace the L8t H
´ps´1qrT s norm of ω0 by the V
2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s. We thus
obtain (63). 
Lemma 5.6. Assume the hypothesis (II). Let T P p0, 1s. Then we have
}Q rψ1, ω, ψ2s}DU2
B:
Hs´1rT s ď CpsqT
1
2 }ω}Ψs´1rT s
2ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s (64)
and
}Q rψ1, ψ2, ωs}DU2
B:
Hs´1rT s ď CpsqT
1
2 }ω}Ψs´1rT s
2ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s (65)
Proof. By duality, the proof of (64) reduces to verifying the estimateˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2x
ω0Q rψ1, ω, ψ2s dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ω0}V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
2ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s . (66)
By Lemma 5.2, we haveˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2x
Pνω0 PµN
2
x rψ1, ωs ¨∇Pλψ2 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
À T
1
2 }Pνω0}L8t L2xrT s
››PµN 2x rψ1, ωs››L2tL8x rT s λ }Pλψ2}L8t L2xrT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 νs´1µ
3
4
´sλ1´s }ω0}V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
2ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s .
The right-hand side is summable over tµ Á maxpλ, νqu. This gives (64).
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We now turn to proving (65). By duality, it suffices to proveˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2x
ω0Q rψ1, ψ2, ωs dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ω0}V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
2ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s . (67)
By Lemma 4.6,ˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2x
Pνω0 PµN
2
x rψ1, ψ2s ¨∇Pλω dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
À T
1
2 }Pνω0}L8t L2xrT s
››PµN 2x rψ1, ψ2s››L2tL8x rT s λ }Pλω}L8t L2xrT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 νs´1µ´
3
4
´sλ2´s }ω0}V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
2ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s .
The right-hand side is summable over tµ Á maxpλ, νqu to give (67). 
Lemma 5.7. Assume the hypothesis (II). Assume also that the admissible form B satisfies (38).
Let T P p0, 1s. Then we have
››N 20 rψ1, ωsψ2››DU2
B:
Hs´1rT s
ď Cpsq p1`Mq
2
T
1
2 }ω}Ψs´1rT s
2ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s (68)
and ››N 20 rψ1, ψ2sω››DU2
B:
Hs´1rT s
ď Cpsq p1`Mq2 T
1
2 }ω}Ψs´1rT s
2ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s . (69)
Proof. By duality, the proof of (68) reduces to verifying the estimateˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2
ω0N
2
0 rψ1, ωsψ2 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Cpsq p1`Mq
2
T
1
2 }ω0}V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
2ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s .
(70)
Using (59) we haveÿ
ν
ˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2
Pνω0PÀνN
2
0 rψ1, ωs P«νψ2 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
À
ż T
0
››N 20 rψ1, ωs ptq››L8x ÿ
ν
}Pνω0ptq}L2x
}P«νψ2ptq}L2x
dt
ď CpsqT }ω0}L8t H´ps´1qrT s
}ψ1}ΨsrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s }ψ2}L8t HsrT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ω0}V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
2ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s .
By the Littlewood-Paley trichotomy, to prove (70) it remains to prove˜ ÿ
µ«λ"ν
`
ÿ
µ«ν"λ
¸ ˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2
Pνω0 PµN
2
0 rψ1, ωs Pλψ2 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď RHS(70) . (71)
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For this, we have from (58) and the hypotheses that, for µ ě 2,ˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2
Pνω0 PµN
2
0 rψ1, ωs Pλψ2 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď CpsqT
1
2 }Pνω0}L4tL8x rT s
››PµN 20 rψ1, ωs››L8t L1xrT s }Pλψ2}L4tL8x rT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 p1`Mq
2
ν
3
4
`ps´1qµ´sλ
3
4
´s }ω0}V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
2ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s .
Therefore we have (71). Hence we have proved (68).
The proof of (69) is similar. By duality, it suffices to verify the estimateˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2
ω0N
2
0 rψ1, ψ2sω dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Cpsq p1`Mq
2
T
1
2 }ω0}V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
2ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s .
(72)
Indeed, using (42) and arguing as above, we obtainÿ
ν
ˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2
Pνω0 PÀνN
2
0 rψ1, ψ2s P«νω dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď CpsqT
3
4 }ω0}V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
2ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s .
By the Littlewood-Paley trichotomy, to prove (72) it remains to prove˜ ÿ
µ«λ"ν
`
ÿ
µ«ν"λ
¸ ˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2
Pνω0 PµN
2
0 rψ1, ψ2s Pλω dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď RHS(72) . (73)
Arguing as before, we have from (41) and the hypotheses that, for µ ě 2,ˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2
Pνω0 PµN
2
0 rψ1, ψ2s Pλω dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
À T
1
2 }Pνω0}L4tL8x rT s
››PµN 20 rψ1, ψ2s››L8t L1xrT s }Pλω}L4tL8x rT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 p1`Mq
2
ν´
1
4
`sµ´s´1λ
7
4
´s }ω0}V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}U2
B
Hs´1rT s
2ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}U2
B
HsrT s .
Thus (73) is immediate, and we have completed the proof of (69). 
Lemma 5.8. Assume the hypothesis (II). Let T P p0, 1s. Then we have the estimates››N 4t rψ1, ω, ψ2, ψ3sψ4››DU2
B:
Hs´1rT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ω}Ψs´1rT s
4ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s , (74)
››N 4t rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ωsψ4››DU2
B:
Hs´1rT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ω}Ψs´1rT s
4ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s , (75)
››N 4t rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4sω››DU2
B:
Hs´1rT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ω}Ψs´1rT s
4ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s . (76)
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Proof. We first prove (74). By duality, it suffices to prove the estimateˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2
ω0N
4
t rψ1, ω, ψ2, ψ3sψ4 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ω0}V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
4ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s .
For this, using (61) from Lemma 5.4 givesˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2
Pνω0 PµN
4
t rψ1, ω, ψ2, ψ3s Pλψ4 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď }Pνω0}L8t L2xrT s
››PµN 4t rψ1, ω, ψ2, ψ3s››L2tL8x rT s }Pλψ4}L8t L2xrT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 νs´1µ
3
4
´sλ´s }ω0}V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
4ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s
which is certainly summable over the regime where the larger two of tν, µ, λu are comparable.
Therefore we have proved (74).
The proof of (75) is exactly the same, except that (62) is used in place of (61).
We turn to the proof of (76). By duality, it suffices to prove the estimateˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2
ω0N
4
t rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4sω dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ω0}V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
4ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s .
(77)
Firstly, using Lemma 4.8, we haveÿ
ν
ˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2
Pνω0 PÀνN
4
t rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4s P«νω dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
À
ż T
0
ÿ
ν
}Pνω0ptq}L2x
››N 4t rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4s ptq››L8x }P«νωptq}L2x dt
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ω0}L8t H´ps´1qrT s
››N 4t rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4s››L2tL8x rT s }ω}L8t Hs´1rT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ω0}V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
4ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s .
By the Littlewood-Paley trichotomy, it remains to prove˜ ÿ
ν«µ"λ
`
ÿ
λ«µ"ν
¸ ˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2
Pνω0 PµN
4
t rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4sPλω dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď RHS(77) . (78)
For this, using Lemma 4.8 we haveˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2
Pνω0 PµN
4
t rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4sPλω dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď CpsqT
1
2 }Pνω0}L8t L2xrT s
››PµN 4t rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4s››L2tL8x rT s }Pλω}L8t L2xrT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 νs´1µ´
1
4
´sλ´ps´1q }ω0}V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}L8t Hs´1rT s
4ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s .
Therefore (78) follows immediately. 
Lemma 5.9. Assume the hypothesis (II). Let T P p0, 1s. Then we have the estimates››N 4x rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ωsψ4››DU2
B:
Hs´1rT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ω}Ψs´1rT s
4ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s (79)
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and ››N 4x rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4sω››DU2
B:
Hs´1rT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ω}Ψs´1rT s
4ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s . (80)
Proof. By duality, the proof of (79) reduces to proving the estimateˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2x
ω0N
4
x rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ωsψ4 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ω0}V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
4ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s .
This, in turn, follows from using Lemmas 4.1 and 5.2 to obtainˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2x
Pνω0 Pµ1N
2
x rψ1, ψ2s ¨ Pµ2N
2
x rψ3, ωs Pλψ4 dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď T
1
2 }Pνω0}L8t L2xrT s
››Pµ1N 2x rψ1, ψ2s››L8t,xrT s ››Pµ2N 2x rψ3, ωs››L2tL8x rT s }Pλψ4}L8t L2xrT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 νs´1µ
1
4
´s
1 µ
3
4
´s
2 λ
´s }ω0}V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
4ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s ,
and observing that the right-hand side is summable over the regime where the two largest of
tν, µ1, µ2, λu are comparable.
We now turn to the proof of (80). By duality, this reduces to provingˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2x
ω0N
4
x rψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4sω dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ω0}V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
4ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s .
Firstly, we have, using Lemma 4.1, thatÿ
ν
ˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2x
Pνω0P!νN
2
x rψ1, ψ2s ¨ P!νN
2
x rψ3, ψ4s P«νω dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ż T
0
ÿ
ν
}Pνω0ptq}L2x
››N 2x rψ1, ψ2s ptq››L8x ››N 2x rψ3, ψ4s ptq››L8x }P«νωptq}L2x dt
ď CpsqT }ω0}L8t H´ps´1qrT s
››N 2x rψ1, ψ2s››L8t,xrT s ››N 2x rψ3, ψ4s››L8t,xrT s }ω}L8t Hs´1rT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ω0}V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
4ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s .
By the Littlewood-Paley trichotomy and symmetry, it remains to show thatÿ
µ,ν : µÁν
ˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2x
Pνω0PµN
2
x rψ1, ψ2s ¨ PďµN
2
x rψ3, ψ4s ω dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ω0}V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
4ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s .
(81)
Indeed, by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.6, we haveˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2x
Pνω0 PµN
2
x rψ1, ψ2s ¨ PďµN
2
x rψ3, ψ4s ω dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď T
1
2 }Pνω0}L8t L2xrT s
››PµN 2x rψ1, ψ2s››L2tL8x rT s ››N 2x rψ3, ψ4s››L8t,xrT s }ω}L8t L2xrT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 νs´1µ´
1
4
´s }ω0}V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
4ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s ,
34
and then (81) follows immediately. 
Lemma 5.10. Assume the hypothesis (II). Let T P p0, 1s. Then we have the estimate
}ψ1ψ2ω}DU2
B:
Hs´1rT s ď CpsqT
1
2 }ω}Ψs´1rT s
2ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s . (82)
Proof. By duality, it suffices to prove the estimateˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2x
ω0 ψ1ψ2ω dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď CpsqT
1
2 }ω0}V2
B
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
2ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s .
For this, using Lemma 4.5 we haveˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R2x
Pνω0 Pµ1ψ1 Pµ2ψ2 Pλω dxdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď T
1
2 }Pνω0}L8t L2xrT s }Pµ1ψ1}L4tL8x rT s
}Pµ2ψ2}L4tL8x rT s
}Pλω}L8t L2xrT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 νs´1µ
3
4
´s
1 µ
3
4
´s
2 λ
´ps´1q }ω0}V 2
B:
H´ps´1qrT s }ω}Ψs´1rT s
2ź
ℓ“1
}ψℓ}ΨsrT s .
Now simply observe that the right-hand side is summable over the regime where the two largest
frequencies among tν, µ1, µ2, λu are comparable. Therefore we obtain (82). 
5.3. Proof of Theorem 5.1. By Theorem 4.2, with T ď δ1psqp1`Mq
´28, we have the bounds
}ψ}U2BHsrT s ď 2M and }ψ
1}U2
B1
HsrT s ď 2M . Thus, by Lemma 4.4 and the U
2
ãÑ V 2rc embedding,
we have
}ψ}ΨsrT s ,
››ψ1››
ΨsrT s
ď Cpsq p1`Mq
3
.
Similarly, ››ψ ´ ψ1››
Ψs´1rT s
ď Cpsq p1`Mq
2
››ψ ´ ψ1››
U2
B
Hs´1rT s
.
Now, apply Lemmas 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, with each ψℓ being ψ or ψ
1 or their complex
conjugates, and ω being ψ ´ ψ1 or its complex conjugate. We find, respectively,
}PB:´Bψ}DU2
B:
Hs´1rT s ď CpsqT
1
2 p1`Mq
3
››B ´B:››
L2tL
8
x rT s
,››PB1´B:ψ1››DU2
B:
Hs´1rT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 p1`Mq3
››B1 ´B:››
L2tL
8
x rT s
,››Q “ψ, ψ, ψ‰´Q “ψ1, ψ1, ψ1‰››
DU2
B:
Hs´1rT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 p1`Mq8
››ψ ´ ψ1››
U2
B:
Hs´1rT s
,››N 20 “ψ, ψ‰ψ ´N 20 “ψ1, ψ1‰ψ1››DU2
B:
Hs´1rT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 p1`Mq
10
››ψ ´ ψ1››
U2
B:
Hs´1rT s
,››N 4t “ψ, ψ, ψ, ψ‰ψ ´N 4t “ψ1, ψ1, ψ1, ψ1‰ψ1››DU2
B:
Hs´1rT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 p1`Mq
14
››ψ ´ ψ1››
U2
B:
Hs´1rT s
,››N 4x “ψ, ψ, ψ, ψ‰ψ ´N 4x “ψ1, ψ1, ψ1, ψ1‰ψ1››DU2
B:
Hs´1rT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 p1`Mq
14
››ψ ´ ψ1››
U2
B:
Hs´1rT s
,›››|ψ|2 ψ ´ ˇˇψ1 ˇˇ2 ψ1›››
DU2
B:
Hs´1rT s
ď CpsqT
1
2 p1`Mq
8
››ψ ´ ψ1››
U2
B:
Hs´1rT s
.
Hence, applying Duhamel’s formula to (55) and using the above estimates, we obtain››ψ ´ ψ1››
U2
B:
Hs´1rT s
ď
››ψp0q ´ ψ1p0q››
Hs´1
` CpsqT
1
2 p1`Mq3
´››B ´B:››
L2tL
8
x rT s
`
››B1 ´B:››
L2tL
8
x rT s
¯
` CpsqT
1
2 p1`Mq
14
››ψ ´ ψ1››
U2
B:
Hs´1rT s
.
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Therefore, if T “ δ2p1`Mq
´28 with δ2 “ δ2ps, εq chosen sufficiently small, we can subtract the
last term on the right-hand side from the left, and conclude››ψ ´ ψ1››
U2
B:
Hs´1rT s
ď ε
´››B ´B:››
L2tL
8
x rT s
`
››B1 ´B:››
L2tL
8
x rT s
¯
` C
››ψp0q ´ ψ1p0q››
Hs´1
.
The proof of Theorem 5.1 is complete.
6. Completion of the Proof of the Main Theorem
We are now ready to complete the proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2. We first prove
the following auxiliary lemma, which will be necessary to upgrade L8t H
s´1rT s convergence to
L8t H
srT s convergence in the following proofs.
Lemma 6.1. Let s ě 1 and let K be a compact subset of Hs. Then there exists a Sobolev weight
m satisfying the hypothesis (I), which additionally satisfies
lim
λÑ8
mpλq
λ
“ 8 (83)
and
sup
wPK
}w}Hm ď 2 sup
wPK
}w}Hs . (84)
Proof. By rescaling, we may assume without loss of generality that
sup
wPK
}w}Hs “ 1 .
We claim that, for every ε P p0, 1s, there exists Λ “ Λpεq P D such that
sup
wPK
˜ÿ
λěΛ
λ2s }Pλw}
2
L2x
¸ 1
2
ď ε .
Indeed, suppose for a contradiction that our claim was false. Then, for every µ P D there exists
wµ P K such that ˜ ÿ
λ : λěµ
λ2s }Pλwµ}
2
L2x
¸ 1
2
ą ε .
Since K is compact, there exists a subsequence µm Ñ8 such that wµm converges to some w8 P K
in Hs. As w8 P H
s, there exists ν P D such that˜ ÿ
λ : λěν
λ2s }Pλw8}
2
L2x
¸ 1
2
ď
ε
2
.
However, the triangle inequality gives, for µm ě ν,˜ ÿ
λ : λěν
λ2s }Pλ pw8 ´ wµm q}
2
L2x
¸ 1
2
ě
˜ ÿ
λ : λěν
λ2s }Pλwµm}
2
L2x
¸ 1
2
´
˜ ÿ
λ : λěν
λ2s }Pλw8}
2
L2x
¸ 1
2
ą
ε
2
which contradicts the aforementioned convergence wµm Ñ w8.
Set ν0 :“ 1 and for m P t1, 2, 3, . . .u let νm be the smallest element of D strictly greater than
νm´1 such that
sup
wPK
˜ ÿ
λěνm
λ2s }Pλw}
2
L2x
¸ 1
2
ď 2´m .
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Set mpλq :“ 2
1
8
mλs for νm ď λ ă νm`1. Clearly m satisfies the hypothesis (I) and (83), and it is
straightforward to verify that (84) also holds. 
6.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1: Existence of solutions. Let ε “ εps,Dq P p0, 1s be a small
constant which we will choose later. Let T “ δ2p1 ` 2Dq
´28 where δ2 “ δ2ps, εq is given in
Theorem 5.1. Let M :“ 2D.
Now, let the initial data φin P Hs be given with }φin}Hs ď D. By Lemma 6.1, we may choose a
Sobolev weight m satisfying the hypothesis (I) and (83), such that }φin}Hm ďM . Using Theorem
4.2, starting from A
r0s
x “ 0, we construct the iterates φrns P U2
A
rn´1s
x
HmrT s solving the iteration
scheme (31).
We claim that, provided ε “ εps,Dq was chosen small enough, tφrnsu8n“1 will be a Cauchy
sequence L8t H
srT s. Indeed, applying Theorem 5.1 with B: “ A
rn´1s
x and pψ,Bq “ pφrns, A
rn´1s
x q
and pψ1, B1q “ pφrn`1s, A
rns
x q, we find›››φrns ´ φrn`1s›››
U2
A
rn´1s
x
Hs´1rT s
ď ε
›››Arn´1sx ´Arnsx ›››
L2tL
8
x rT s
.
By Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 4.4, we may replace the right-hand side by›››φrns ´ φrn`1s›››
U2
A
rn´1s
x
Hs´1rT s
ď Cpsqε
ˆ›››φrns›››
ΨsrT s
`
›››φrn´1s›››
ΨsrT s
˙›››φrn´1s ´ φrns›››
Ψs´1rT s
ď Cpsqε p1`Mq
5
›››φrn´1s ´ φrns›››
U2
A
rn´2s
x
Hs´1rT s
.
Choose ε “ εps,Dq sufficiently small so that Cpsqεp1 `Mq5 ă 1
2
on the right-hand side. Then›››φrns ´ φrn`1s›››
U2
A
rn´1s
x
Hs´1rT s
ď
1
2
›››φrn´1s ´ φrns›››
U2
A
rn´2s
x
Hs´1rT s
.
Now, Lemma 4.4 gives the estimate›››φrns ´ φrn`1s›››
Ψs´1rT s
ď Cpsq p1`Mq
2
›››φrns ´ φrn`1s›››
U2
A
rn´1s
x
Hs´1rT s
.
Thus, tφrnsu8n“1 is a Cauchy sequence in Ψ
s´1rT s and hence in L8t H
s´1rT s. On the other hand,
Lemma 3.13 also guarantees that tφrnsu8n“1 is a bounded sequence in L
8
t H
mrT s. Due to (83),
we deduce that tφrnsu8n“1 is also a Cauchy sequence in L
8
t H
srT s, as claimed.
Let φ be the limit of tφrnsu8n“1 in L
8
t H
srT s. By Lemma 4.1,
Arnsx Ñ Ax :“ ´
1
2
N 2x
“
φ, φ
‰
in L8t,xrT s .
Moreover, since Hs controls the L4x norm,
}φ}ΨsrT s ď lim infnÑ8
›››φrns›››
ΨsrT s
.
In particular, }φ}ΨsrT s ď Cpsqp1 `Mq
3. By our choice of T “ δ2pε, sqp1 `Mq
´28, Lemma 4.14
guarantees that, }∇Ax}L1tL8x rT s ď 1. Hence Ax is an admissible form satisfying the hypothesis
(II) and also (38).
Since A
rns
x Ñ Ax in L
8
t,xrT s and φ
rns Ñ φ in L8t H
srT s, we have
P
A
rn´1s
x
φrns Ñ PAxφ in L
8
t H
s´1rT s .
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Since φrns Ñ φ in Ψs´1rT s, Lemmas 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 guarantee that
Q
”
φrns, φrns, φrns
ı
Ñ Q
“
φ, φ, φ
‰
,
N 20
”
φrns, φrns
ı
φrns Ñ N 20
“
φ, φ
‰
φ ,
N 4t
”
φrns, φrns, φrns, φrns
ı
φrns Ñ N 4t
“
φ, φ, φ, φ
‰
φ ,
N 4x
”
φrns, φrns, φrns, φrns
ı
φrns Ñ N 4x
“
φ, φ, φ, φ
‰
φ ,ˇˇˇ
φrns
ˇˇˇ2
φrns Ñ |φ|
2
φ
in DU2
B:
Hs´1rT s for any admissible form B:.
Hence, φ P U2AxH
s´1rT s is indeed a solution to the Chern-Simons-Schro¨dinger system in
the Coulomb guage, (30). Furthermore, since φ P ΨsrT s, Lemmas 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, 4.13
guarantee that the right-hand side of (30) belongs to DU2AxH
srT s. In particular, φ P U2AxH
srT s
and }φ}U2
Ax
HsrT s ď 2M .
This concludes the proof of the existence of solutions.
6.2. Proof of Theorem 1.1: Uniqueness of solutions, continuity of the solution map,
regularity. The uniqueness of a solution, given initial data, is a consequence of the weak Lip-
schitz bound (3). In turn, the weak Lipschitz bound (3) is a straightforward consequence of
Theorem 5.1. Indeed, let ε “ εps,Dq P p0, 1s a small constant (possibly smaller than the one
chosen before) which we will choose later, and let T “ δ2ps, εqp1 `Dq
´28 be given by Theorem
5.1. Then, for two solutions pφ,Axq and pφ
1, A1xq to the Chern-Simons-Schro¨dinger system (30)
with φp0q, φ1p0q P BHs pDq, we have the estimate››φ´ φ1››
U2
Ax
Hs´1rT s
ď ε
››Ax ´A1x››L2tL8x rT s ` ››φp0q ´ φ1p0q››Hs´1 .
Arguing as before using Lemma 5.2, we have››φ´ φ1››
U2
Ax
Hs´1rT s
ď Cpsqεp1 `Dq5ε
››φ´ φ1››
U2
Ax
Hs´1rT s
`
››φp0q ´ φ1p0q››
Hs´1
,
so that, with ε “ εps,Dq chosen sufficiently small, we obtain by Lemma 3.13,››φ´ φ1››
L8t H
s´1rT s
ď Cpsq
››φ´ φ1››
U2Ax
Hs´1rT s
ď Cpsq
››φp0q ´ φ1p0q››
Hs´1
.
This completes the proof of (3), which also implies the uniqueness statement for solutions.
Next, we address the issue of the continuity of the solution map into L8t H
srT s. Let φin,rns be
a sequence of initial data converging to φin in Hs. By Lemma 6.1, we may pick a Sobolev weight
m for K :“ tφin,rnsu8n“1Y tφ
inu. By the weak Lipschitz bound (3), the solutions φrns converge to
φ in L8t H
s´1rT s. On the other hand, tφrnsu8n“1 is bounded in L
8
t H
mrT s. Hence, (84) guarantees
that tφrnsu8n“1 is a Cauchy sequence in L
8
t H
srT s. Thus, the solution map is continuous.
It remains to prove the last statement and the norm growth estimate (4). By Theorem 4.2,
there exists T1 “ T1pD1q ą 0 such that any H
1 solution φ to (2) with }φp0q}H1 ď D1 exists up
to r0, T1q, and satisfies }φ}U2AxH
1rT1s ď 2D1 and thus, by Lemma 4.4,
}φ}Ψ1rT1s À p1`D1q
2D1 .
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Moreover Ax satisfies (38) with M “ D1. If additionally φ P Cbpr0, Tsq, H
sq with Ts ď T1, then
using Lemmas 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, 4.13 respectively, we obtain››Q “φ, φ, φ‰››
DU2
Ax
HsrTss
ď CpsqT
1
2
s p1`D1q
6
D21 }φ}U2AxH
srTss
,››N 20 “φ, φ‰φ››DU2
Ax
HsrTss
ď CpsqT
1
2
s p1`D1q
8
D21 }φ}U2
Ax
HsrTss
,››N 4t “φ, φ, φ, φ‰φ››DU2
Ax
HsrTss
ď CpsqT
1
2
s p1`D1q
10
D41 }φ}U2
Ax
HsrTss
,››N 4x “φ, φ, φ, φ‰φ››DU2
Ax
HsrTss
ď CpsqT
1
2
s p1`D1q
10
D41 }φ}U2
Ax
HsrTss
,›››|φ|2 φ›››
DU2
Ax
HsrTss
ď CpsqT
1
2
s p1`D1q
8
D41 }φ}U2
Ax
HsrTss
.
Summing the above estimates, we conclude from Duhamel’s formula that there exists a constant
C0 “ C0psq ą 0 such that
}φ}U2
Ax
HsrTss
ď }φp0q}Hs ` C0psqT
1
2
s p1`D1q
14
}φ}U2
Ax
HsrTss
.
Choose T‹ “ T‹ps,D1q such that T‹ ď T1 and
C0psqT
1
2
‹ p1`D1q
14
ď
1
2
.
Therefore, if Ts ď T‹ we have }φ}U2AxH
srTss ď 2}φp0q}Hs and hence, by Lemma 4.4,
}φ}L8t HsrTss
ď Cpsq p1`D1q
2 }φp0q}Hs “: C‹ps,D1q }φp0q}Hs .
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete.
6.3. Proof of Corollary 1.2. By the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality, we have
}Axptq}L4x À
›››|φptq|2›››
L
4
3
x
À }φptq}L2x }φptq}L4x .
Therefore,
}φptq}2H1 À }φptq}
2
L2x
` }Dxφptq}
2
L2x
` }Axptq}
2
L4x
}φptq}2L4x
ÀMp0q ` }Dxφptq}
2
L2x
`Mp0q }φptq}
4
L4x
.
If κ ą 0, then }Dxφptq}
2
L2x
À Ep0q and }φptq}4L4x
À Ep0q, so
}φptq}
2
H1 ÀMp0q ` Ep0q `Mp0qEp0q
as desired.
On the other hand, if κ ď 0, then }Dxφptq}
2
L2x
À Ep0q ` }φptq}4
L4x
. Now, note that the
Gagliardo-Nirenberg interpolation inequality gives }φptq}2
L4x
À }φptq}L2x}φptq}H1 . Thus,
}φptq}2H1 ÀMp0q `
´
Ep0q `Mp0q }φptq}2H1
¯
`Mp0q2 }φptq}2H1 ,
and hence we see that ifMp0q were small enough, then }φptq}H1 ď CpMp0q, Ep0qq.
This completes the proof of Corollary 1.2.
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